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Executive Summary 

Cloud computing – where elastic computing resources are delivered over the Internet by external 

service providers – is generating significant interest within HE and FE. In the cloud computing 

business model, organisations or individuals contract with a cloud computing service provider on a 

pay-per-use basis to access data centres, application software or web services from any location. 

This provides an elasticity of provision which the customer can scale up or down to meet demand. 

This form of utility computing potentially opens up a new paradigm in the provision of IT to support 

administrative and educational functions within HE and FE. Further, the economies of scale and 

increasingly energy efficient data centre technologies which underpin cloud services means that 

cloud solutions may also have a positive impact on carbon footprints. In response to the growing 

interest in cloud computing within UK HE and FE, JISC commissioned the University of Strathclyde to 

undertake a Review of the Environmental and Organisational Implications of Cloud Computing in 

Higher and Further Education [19].  

The objectives of the review were: to review the current evidence for the environmental costs and 

benefits of cloud computing; to review the organisational and environmental implications of cloud 

computing for institutional activities outside the research area; to review the changes to institutional 

governance, policies, procedures and skills required by adoption of cloud computing; and to make 

recommendations to the JISC for further areas for development. This was achieved using a four-

stage approach consisting of (i) a literature survey and activity review of current activity relating to 

cloud computing within the sector; (ii) a PESTLE analysis to explore the political, economic, social, 

technological, legal and environmental factors which will influence uptake of cloud computing within 

the sector; (iii) the development of four scenarios of near-future use of cloud computing within the 

sector; and (iv) a cost, benefit and risk analysis of adopting cloud computing. This last stage also 

included development of some high-level advice and guidance for institutional and IT managers 

relating to environmental impact and changes to governance, policies, procedures and skills sets. 

The findings from the activity review concur with recent JISC surveys of the use of and attitudes to 

ICT within the sector [20-21]. Typically institutions show a great deal of interest in cloud computing 

although there is a range of levels of involvement. The most common current use of cloud is for 

email followed by storage, web services and virtual learning environments. The most common 

reason for uptake was the provision of a better service, followed in descending order by a reduction 

in costs, better collaboration and a reduction of hardware overheads as part of a green IT strategy. 

Despite this considerable interest and more limited use, the review revealed that few institutions 

have formal polices on adoption or use of cloud computing. While there was a general consensus 

that the use of cloud computing would lead to lower energy use, there was some cynicism about the 

actual ‘greenness’ of cloud computing. The most common concerns related to jurisdiction issues, 

uptime of services, security of services, lock-in and the strength of service level agreements (SLAs). 

Lack of trust in commercial cloud services was also raised with some respondents favouring more 

focused regional or academic clouds. Finally, respondents felt that if true efficiency benefits were to 

be realised, a centrally managed approach to contracting cloud computing services as part of an 

overarching institutional information systems strategy was required.  

Looking to the future, the PESTLE analysis identified a wide variety of political, economic, social, 

technological, legal and environmental factors that are likely to affect the sector over the next five 
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years. The main drivers are economic, relating to the reduction in funding and the need to increase 

competitiveness through better student and staff experiences. The need to replace aging 

institutional infrastructures is also a timely influence as is the increasing emphasis on greening ICT. 

Significant barriers, however, do and will continue to exist. Not least are socio-cultural issues relating 

to perceived, but not necessarily well-founded, risks associated with cloud computing. In particular, 

an assumption that the security of data and applications in the cloud is more likely to be 

compromised than with in-house storage, concern over jurisdiction and privacy of data, and a worry 

that commercial cloud providers do not sufficiently understand the business requirements of HE and 

FE are each likely to negatively impact the uptake of cloud computing for core institutional services. 

However, two key unknowns remain - the impact that the new government will have on the 

education sector is unclear, as is the impact of the current trend for institutional restructuring. 

Four near-future scenarios of the use of cloud computing in HE and FE were developed. In the Cloud 

Workspace scenario institutions contract with commercial cloud providers to offer a range of 

institutionally branded cloud-based communication, collaboration and productivity tools to their 

students and staff. In the Large-Scale Cloud Storage scenario, institutions move their educational 

resource repositories, institutional repositories, institutional archives, corporate datasets, data 

backup, archiving and disaster recovery, and research datasets into the cloud. This may be achieved 

through simple hosting of repositories, block storage solutions or a multi-tenancy cloud storage 

solution where the data is access through sophisticated APIs. In the Cloud-Enabled Learning 

Environments scenario two types of cloud-based learning environments can be expected initially, 

cloud hosted institutional Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) and Personal Learning Environments 

(PLEs). While hosted VLEs will be contracted out by the institution, PLEs will be constructed by 

individual learners from a variety of communication, collaboration, productivity and pedagogical 

tools available in the cloud or on their desktop. In time, hybrid ‘Cloud’ Learning Environments may 

evolve, where the loci of control moves away from institutions to a partnership model where both 

academics and learners can equally share choice and control of the learning environment through 

cloud-based services. In the final scenario, Academic Clouds are introduced to counteract concerns 

regarding privacy, security and understanding of the academic sector needs. There are three forms – 

public academic cloud, private academic cloud and private institutional cloud. In the public academic 

cloud, the cloud infrastructure is accessible to the academic sector only, although it is built from 

publicly available cloud services, while in the private academic cloud, the computer processers, data 

centres and networking applications are based solely within the JANET network. In contrast, in the 

private institutional cloud, an individual institution fashions its own internal IT provision on the 

flexible utility based infrastructure used by the commercial cloud providers. Of these three forms of 

academic cloud, it is the public academic cloud that offers the most advantages. 

Given the early stage of adoption and limited scope of cloud computing within the academic sector, 

it is too early to determine exactly what advice or guidance is required in the longer term. Rather, 

the report brings together the lessons learned from the review by focussing the advice and guidance 

on how to explore the costs, benefits and implications – i.e. the business case – of adopting cloud 

within individual institutional contexts. 

Finally, four areas of future work are recommended: (1) JISC continues to review the use and 

potential use of cloud computing in line with its ongoing sector monitoring and horizon scanning. 

This should include a review of early adopters of cloud computing; (2) an investigation of the legal 
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issues surrounding cloud computing be commissioned, covering the possibility of joint negotiation 

and the development of SLA templates appropriate for HE and FE institutions; (3) JISC commission a 

set of bolder, more extreme scenarios which explore how, in the next 20 years, the emerging cloud 

computing paradigm and related technologies might significantly change how HE and FE institutions 

undertake teaching and learning, research, business community engagement and administrative 

activities; (4) JISC investigate how cloud computing can best be exploited in order to make 

institutional processes and data more green and produce an overall reduction in carbon footprint. 
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1 Background and Overview 

1.1 Background 

Cloud computing – where computing resources are delivered over the Internet by external service 

providers – is becoming increasingly prominent with Google, Amazon and Microsoft offering varying 

services. In the cloud computing business model, organisations or individuals contract with a cloud 

computing service provider to access data centres, application software or web services from any 

location. As JISC’s ITTs relating to cloud computing [22-24] note, there is already significant interest 

within HE and FE regarding the potential of cloud computing to support education, research and 

administrative activities. For example, Google Docs is used by many research teams for collaboration 

and Amazon’s shared services are used by Oxford University’s Malaria Atlas project to store and 

analyse data [25]. Further, as JISC’s briefing paper on email outsourcing [26] and the project team’s 

recent JISC-funded Greening Information Management project [27] highlight, there is significant 

interest from the community in the provision of institutional email through cloud computing services 

provided by Google and Microsoft. Cloud computing also enables specialised software and 

applications that were previously too costly to be made available for teaching. Similarly, cloud virtual 

servers enable simulations or data processing that cannot currently be supported by institutional 

hardware. Finally, many cloud providers offer Web Service interfaces that allow applications to built, 

which seamlessly and invisibly integrate a range of subservices from different cloud providers.  

This interest from institutions has arisen because, as JISC recognised in commissioning this review, 

cloud computing offers many advantages over more traditional institutionally hosted and managed 

computing services. For example, as it is based on scalable and elastic external services which may 

support usage by a range of organisations and individuals, cloud computing offers significant 

efficiency and cost savings through economies of scale. Further, the scale of these services means 

that they can be based on high-specification data centres with the latest cooling systems and service 

optimisation techniques, which individual institutions are unlikely to be able to afford. As the 

Greening Information Management project has recently investigated, this coalescing of storage, 

virtualisation and optimisation also brings the potential for significant reduction in the embedded 

and consumption energies associated with data usage [28]. This is increasingly likely to be of 

significant interest to institutions as they seek to reduce the environmental impact of their ICT usage 

in line with Government and funding councils’ carbon reduction policies. 

While the exploration of educational applications of cloud computing is already underway [29-30], 

commercial cloud services also open up the potential for a new paradigm in the provision of 

administrative computing. Of particular interest is the elasticity of services which could allow 

institutions to contract in spare capacity in times of peak demand such as clearing or student 

enrolment. As well as delivering a more reliable service due to the in-built redundancy, this also 

potentially affords significant financial savings as costs are based on actual usage rather than peak 

capacity required. However, the implications of storing personal and sensitive business data on 

external services need to be explored. For example, should certain data remain internal to 

institutions?  Are there appropriate loss of service penalty clauses? Is there a danger of becoming 

locked into one service provider? More generally, the business continuity implications, new shared 

services models, Service Level Agreements (SLAs), governance requirements and potential 

competitive advantages for institutions need to be explored. 
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While cloud computing offers many potential advantages, the impact for HE institutions is yet to be 

investigated. Like the current move towards Web 2.0, the introduction of such ‘utility-based’ 

computing will have significant impact on the existing ICT service provision and support within 

institutions. For example, the need for support and management of storage arrays or application 

servers within institutions and the associated staff roles may disappear. However, new support 

implications will emerge – e.g. supporting staff using externally provided services and management 

of cloud services provider relations. As the project team’s JISC-funded Work-with-IT project [31], 

examining the evolution of working practices, has found, such changes in technology can 

significantly impact upon staff, affecting attitudes and efficiencies where not well-managed. 

Significant change management needs to be undertaken to ensure that staff have the correct skills 

and confidence to work effectively in the new technological environment and that holistic 

organisational strategies, policies and procedures are developed to support them in new ways of 

working. 

In response to the growing interest in cloud computing within UK HE and FE, JISC commissioned the 

University of Strathclyde to undertake a Review of the Environmental and Organisational 

Implications of Cloud Computing in Higher and Further Education [19]. This was complemented by 

two sister reviews – a Technical Review of Cloud Computing for Research [32] and Using Cloud 

Computing for Research [33]. 

1.2 Aims and Objectives of the Review 

The aim of this review was to explore the environmental and organisational implications of the move 

to cloud computing. Specific objectives were: 

 To review the current evidence for the environmental costs and benefits of cloud computing; 

 To review the implications of cloud computing for institutional activities outside the research 
area; 

 To review the changes to institutional governance, policies, procedures and skills required by 
adoption of cloud computing; 

 To make recommendations to the JISC for further areas for development. 

1.3 The Approach Adopted 

The project began with an orientation phase consisting of desk research, establishing contact with 

key stakeholders and conducting stakeholder interviews. A survey and activity review was then 

conducted in order to survey the range of cloud computing activities already used within HE and FE, 

the institutional implications of these activities, the assessment of associated environmental and 

institutional impact and areas where further advice and guidance is required. The survey and activity 

review targeted institutional ICT managers, administration managers, e-Learning managers, financial 

directors and estates managers by contacting JISC Announce, JISC RSC’s and sector professional 

bodies (including Association of University Administrators (AUA), Association of University Directors 

of Estates (AUDE), British Universities Finance Directors Group (BUFDG), Scottish Association of 

University Directors of Estates (SAUDE), Society of College National and University Libraries 

(SCONUL), Universities and Colleges Information Systems Association (UCISA)). In total, sixteen 

stakeholders from HE and FE were interviewed. The interviews consisted of a set of survey questions 

to assess the current cloud computing activity followed by more open-ended questions designed to 
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illuminate the implications of current activity and gaps in knowledge. While no firm conclusions can 

be inferred about the sector as a whole, these activity review interviews provide an indicative 

picture of current activity and trends.  

The survey and activity review were complemented by a facilitated workshop which explored the 

PESTLE (political, economic, social, technological, legal and environmental) issues surrounding cloud 

computing within HE and FE. Having identified and prioritised the key PESTLE issues the workshop 

then focused on exploring their implications. Group A discussed how environmental impact might 

best be maximised and assessed, and how ‘ownership’ of carbon accounting might be achieved. 

Group B identified and discussed the potential institutional implications of cloud computing, 

including types of provision, educational and business functions that could be supported and likely 

risks.  

Leading sector experts and key institutional managers were then invited to attend a ‘scenarios’ 

workshop, which explored the likely demand and uptake of non-research cloud computing within 

the sector. This was achieved through the exploration of potential services scenarios of applications 

of cloud computing to support the non-research needs of institutions, the barriers and enablers to 

their uptake, the implications of these services for institutional policies and for staff, and the 

business case(s) for the service scenarios. 

Areas where high-level guidance is required were then identified from the activity review, although 

the workshops also informed this process. As most HE and FE institutions are only beginning to 

investigate the potential of cloud computing in their own contexts, and most adoption to date has 

been for low risk, non-core services, it was deemed most appropriate to give guidance that allows 

institutions to investigate the business case for cloud within their own contexts. Finally, drawing on 

the issues identified in the course of all project work carried out, recommendations have been 

scoped to advise JISC on potential further work in this area.  

1.4 Scope and Contents of the Report 

This report presents the findings from the JISC-funded a Review of the Environmental and 

Organisational Implications of Cloud Computing in Higher and Further Education [34]. 

This report proceeds as follows. In Section 2, cloud computing and its use in the HE and FE sectors is 

examined. This is followed by a full PESTLE Analysis in Section 3 which details the political, economic, 

social, technological, legal and environmental factors affecting the uptake of cloud computing within 

HE and FE. Section 4 explores the potential future use of cloud computing in HE and FE by presenting 

a series of scenarios that institutions can review and reflect upon in their own contexts. Section 5 

contains high-level advice and guidance to allow institutions to investigate the potential business 

case for adopting cloud computing, taking into account the associated costs, benefits, issues and 

risks. Finally, Section 6 summarises the conclusions drawn from the review, outlining the 

implications of the findings and highlighting a series of recommendations for future work. Three 

appendices are included – References (A), a Technical Glossary (B) and Survey Findings (C).  
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2 Cloud Computing in HE and FE 

While cloud computing is presented by service providers and some industry commentators as a 

radically new way of delivering high quality and cost-effective IT services, the term cloud computing 

is not without controversy. In order to clear ambiguity surrounding the term cloud computing for HE 

and FE, the literature review began with a brief study of the history leading up to the emergence of 

the cloud computing phenomenon which is presented below. This is followed by a discussion of the 

range of definitions, including the NIST definition of cloud computing, which was adopted by the 

project team. General models of the use of cloud computing are then briefly presented. The section 

ends with a summary of the range of current activity revealed by the activity review.  

2.1 History 

Cloud computing has its roots in the ideas of networked computing where computers are clustered 

together to increase capacity and resilience. Subsequent developments such as grid and utility 

computing, Application Service Provision (ASP), and Software as a Service (SaaS) have all influenced 

the more recent emergence of cloud computing [35]. Academia was particularly influential in driving 

grid computing forward. In grid computing [36] multiple independent clusters spread across the 

Internet can be called on as required, akin to plugging into utility services such as the electricity grid. 

This led to development of distributed grid services such as GridPP [37] where software is used to 

distribute processes across many potentially heterogeneous and widely geographically distributed 

computers in parallel. While significant use of grid computing has been made in certain areas of 

academia, little use has been made within the commercial sector or within HE and FE corporate 

systems. Lack of uptake can be attributed to the fact that organisations would, in effect, be 

migrating their applications and data to a third party solution which, given the inherently distributed 

nature of grid applications and data, are geographically spread [38]. For commercial organisations 

this reliance on third parties to ensure data security and service levels appropriate to business needs 

in a distributed environment proved a significant stumbling block. 

By contrast, cloud computing has developed primarily from within the commercial sector. Mohamed 

[35] traces the provision of cloud computing services back to Salesforce.com [39] who, in 1999, 

pioneered a service that delivered enterprise applications via a simple website. Amazon became the 

first big player to offer cloud-based services in 2002 when after upgrading their infrastructure, they 

realised they had a great deal of spare capacity [35]. So Amazon Web Services [40] was born and 

subsequently in 2006 Amazon launched its Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) service [41].  While these 

services are provided by a third party, they differ from grid computing services in that they are 

offered through large data centres rather than being dispersed throughout the Internet. Thus, in 

general, cloud computing actually constitutes a centralisation of computer processing in terms of 

geographic location, although the services are provided in real time over the Internet. For 

commercial organisations, already familiar with large in-house data centres, migration to such pay-

per-use utility computing services based on large but remote data centres has proven more 

acceptable.  

The rise of virtualisation, where many individual physical servers are accommodated onto a much 

smaller number of virtual servers [42], has also proved to be a key enabler in the emergence of cloud 

computing. Virtualisation has allowed huge storage and processing capacity to be concentrated in 
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server farms and has also allowed for the sharing of the physical resources (e.g. processing and 

storage). Individual users of cloud-based services may share physical servers but use different virtual 

servers or virtual machines, thus keeping their details separate and private. The use of virtual 

machines also enables the rapid scalability of resources which is an essential characteristic of cloud 

computing [8]. Although the roots of virtualisation are in 1960s mainframes [43] this current form is 

less than ten years old. 

The emergence of ‘killer apps’ such as Google’s Google apps [44] and Gmail [45] and Microsoft 

Dynamics [46] are further expanding the uptake of cloud-based services to companies, institutions 

and individuals. It is this emergence of killer apps combined with more business oriented services 

with high levels of reliability and data security which potentially offer new means of providing 

scalable, secure and reliable corporate and educational applications for HE and FE.  

2.2 Definitions and Variations 

While the literature and IT industry forums confirm that cloud computing is currently a hot topic, as 

Armbrust et al [8] note in their report Above the Clouds: A Berkeley View of cloud Computing, there 

is a great deal of confusion about exactly what it is. According to Geelan’s [47] comparison of 

industry experts’ definitions, the definitions all vary; however, he identified scalability or elasticity, 

virtualisation and on-demand computing as common features attributed to cloud computing. 

Armbrust et al go as far as to say that as a research group, they are unable to agree on exactly what 

cloud computing is, although they do highlight three features that they believe makes cloud 

computing new: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is some cynicism relating to the term cloud computing and Larry Ellison, Oracle CEO, notes 

that much of the confusion arises from the term being used to re-badge (and encourage the sale of) 

a wide range of services [48]. 

Comparing different definitions of cloud computing, there is alignment between definitions from the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [49],  JISC  CETIS [30], and Gartner Inc [50], 

whereby key features of cloud have been identified as on-demand, broadly accessible, using pooled 

resources, elastic and metered, and paid for according to use.  

 The illusion of infinite computing resources available on demand, thereby 

eliminating the need for Cloud Computing users to plan far ahead for provisioning; 

 the elimination of an up-front commitment by Cloud users, thereby allowing 

companies to start small and increase hardware resources only when there is an 

increase in their needs; and 

 the ability to pay for use of computing resources on a short-term basis as needed 

(e.g., processors by the hour and storage by the day) and release them as needed, 

thereby rewarding conservation by letting machines and storage go when they are 

no longer useful.  

From Above the Clouds: A Berkeley View of Cloud Computing [8]. 
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In accordance with the two sister reviews funded by JISC into cloud computing [32-33], this review of 

the environmental and organisational implications of cloud computing used the following definition 

of cloud computing from NIST [49]: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The essential characteristics that NIST associate with cloud computing are expanded below. 

Essential Characteristics 

On-demand self-service: A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as 

server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with 

each service’s provider.  

Broad network access: Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard 

mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g. mobile phones, 

laptops, and PDAs). 

Resource pooling: The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using 

a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and 

reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the 

customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the resources but may be 

able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or data centre). Examples 

of resources include storage, processing, memory, network bandwidth and virtual machines. 

Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned, in some cases automatically, 

to quickly scale up capacity. The capabilities can then be rapidly released when additional capacity is 

no longer required. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be 

unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time. 

Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and optimise resource use by leveraging a 

metering capability at a level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, 

processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and 

reported on, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the service utilised. 

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a 

shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model promotes availability 

and is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four 

deployment models.” 

Essential characteristics: On-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, 

rapid elasticity, measured service. 

Service models: Software as a Service (SaaS); Platform as a Service (PaaS); Infrastructure as 

a Service (IaaS);. 

Deployment models: Private Cloud; Community Cloud; Public Cloud; Hybrid Cloud. 
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2.3 Models of Use 

The service models and deployment models generally associated with cloud computing are 

expanded below. 

Service Models  

The wide range of cloud computing services on offer can be divided into four categories [51] that 

include three service models (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) defined by Mell and Grance [49] plus a category for 

services that don’t easily fall under infrastructure, platform or application: 

 Applications – Software as a Service (SaaS) 

 Platform – Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

 Infrastructure – Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

 Services – general services not IaaS, PaaS or SaaS 

The descriptions of each of the these service models below are followed by examples of these 

services derived from a snapshot of cloud computing services established in May 2009 [51]. The 

examples are further divided into useful categories taken from Peter Laird’s Cloud Vendor Taxonomy  

[51]. 

Software as a Service (SaaS):  In this service model the capability provided to the consumer is to use 

the provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from 

various client devices through a thin client interface such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email). 

The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, 

servers, operating systems, storage, and application capabilities. An exception might be for limited 

user-specific application configuration settings, however the consumer does not have responsibility 

for maintaining applications.  

There is a huge range of SaaS applications available including Google Apps [44], Netsuite [52] and 

Concur [53]. Some level of customisation is usually possible e.g. user-specific configuration settings 

such as display and accessibility options. 

Platform as a Service (PaaS): In this model the capability provided is to deploy consumer-created or 

acquired applications onto the cloud infrastructure created using programming languages and tools 

supported by the cloud provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 

infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage. They will have control over 

the deployed applications and possibly application hosting environment configurations. 

There are business user platforms and developer platforms which differ in the way applications are 

developed. In business user platforms non-programmers will develop applications using visual tools 

without the ability to use custom code. On developer platforms, developers are free to code 

applications using their own programming code. Current business platforms include: Caspio [54], 

Intuit QuickBase [55] and WorkXpress [56] and developer platforms include Google App Engine [57], 

Apprenda SaaSGrid [58] and Salesforce.com force.com [39]. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): In this model the capability provided is to provision processing, 

storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to 
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deploy and run arbitrary software, which may include operating systems and applications. The 

consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over 

operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and possibly limited control of select networking 

components, for example, the hosting of firewalls. 

Cloud infrastructure can be broadly divided into public and private clouds (see the following sub-

section on cloud deployment models). Laird [51] includes other related infrastructure services 

including compute grids, data grids and virtualisation services. Cloud examples include public clouds 

such as Amazon EC2 [41], Microsoft Azure [59] and Rackspace Mosso Cloud [60], and private clouds 

such as Eucalyptus [61], Nimbus [62] and Enomaly [63].  

Other Cloud Services: The main services currently offered which do not readily fit into SaaS, PaaS or 

IaaS models are storage, integration, metering and billing, security and fabric management. Cloud 

storage vendors offer hosted storage that is API accessible with current vendors including Amazon 

S3 [64], Google BigTable [65] and Microsoft SQL Data Services [66]. Integration solutions provide 

integration between multiple cloud applications or between cloud and non-cloud applications. 

Current vendors include Amazon SQS [67], Boomi [68] and Microsoft BizTalk Services [69]. Metering 

and billing are outsourced billing and invoicing solutions with vendors that include Aria [70], eVapt 

[71] and Vindicia [72]. Although cloud vendors will have a base level of security built in, there are 

vendors specialising in add-on services like encryption or single sign on capabilities (across multiple 

applications). Current vendors include Enstratus [73], Ping Identity [74] and Symplified [75]. Fabric 

management vendors help organisations manage and deploy their application in the cloud. Their 

services include server monitoring and auto scaling of server loads. Current vendors include 3Tera 

[76], Cloudkick [77] and Rightscale [78]. 

Deployment Models: 

NIST split deployment methods into 4 types [49]: 

Private Cloud: In this model the cloud infrastructure is operated solely for one organisation and 

managed by that organisation or by a third party. An example of  private cloud software is 

Eucalyptus [61] and instances of private clouds are Hosts Unlimited [79] in the UK and NASA Nebula 

[80] and Rice University cloud [81] in the USA. 

Community Cloud: The cloud infrastructure is shared by several organisations and supports a 

community that has shared interests. It can be managed by the organisations or by a third party, for 

example, the Google Government cloud in the USA [82]. 

Public Cloud: In this model the cloud infrastructure is available to the general public or a large 

industry group and is owned by a cloud vendor who sells the services. Amazon EC2 [41] is a prime 

example of a public cloud. 

Hybrid Cloud: The hybrid cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private, 

community or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together by technology that 

enables data and application portability. 
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Cloud versus Web 2.0 

Given the various definitions for both Web 2.0 [83] and cloud computing, it is often difficult and 

confusing to disentangle the two. Taking the NIST definition of cloud computing used for the 

purposes of this review [49],  there is some crossover between the essential characteristics of cloud 

and those of Web 2.0 applications. Web 2.0 applications will fulfil some of the essential 

characteristics of cloud, for example - on-demand, self-service and broad network access, but not 

always the others - resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. Web 2.0 applications are 

often collaborative, interactive, and tend to rely on user generated content such as blogs, wikis, 

tagging, social bookmarking, multimedia sharing, podcasts and RSS feeds [84]. These can often also 

be provided by cloud applications; for example, Google Apps [44] is a cloud application from Google 

which allows collaborative office applications (word processor etc.) accessible from a browser. Some 

cloud computing services (cloud applications) can also be Web 2.0 applications, for example, such as 

Google Apps. Many are not, however, such as developer platforms like Google App Engine [57] or 

Salesforce.com force.com [39]. 

2.4 Activity Within HE and FE 

The JISC Key Audience Survey 2008/9 [20] reported that the use of cloud computing, at least at the 

institutional level, was relatively low, with most use relating to outsourcing of student email. The 

appetite for institutions to consider using cloud, however, appeared to be much higher. The Key 

Audience Survey also found that while awareness of cloud computing is fairly high, the depth of 

knowledge among head and senior ICT/network staff appears less so. The main obstacles that are 

reducing the uptake of cloud computing appear to derive from lack of information and clarity of the 

issues and implications of adopting cloud services. Interestingly, the survey revealed that the 

enthusiasm for institutions to consider using it appears much higher than its current actual use 

suggests. Lastly, the survey noted that it was not clear how much cloud computing was used on a 

more informal basis by staff within institutions, but that few institutions had any policy or guidance 

in place for staff [20]. The results of an earlier JISC Attitudinal Survey of Head and Senior Learning 

and Library staff in 2008 [21] indicated that usage of cloud computing in HE/FE libraries was very 

low, although there was considerable interest in its potential use. 

The activity review conducted as part of this review complements the JISC’s surveys, providing a 

more focused exploration of activities in 16 HE and FE institutions. Nine out of 16 institutional 

stakeholders interviewed indicated that their institution is using cloud computing at some level. It 

can be assumed that those who volunteered to be interviewed for the activity review already had an 

interest in cloud computing; therefore the activity review cannot be taken as a representative 

sample of the sector. However, the findings provide an informative snapshot of interest and use in 

HE and FE. A brief summary follows, with a full breakdown of the survey results from the Activity 

Review presented in Appendix C: Survey Findings.  

Of the 16 institutions covered in the activity review, over half (10 in total) are using cloud computing 

at some level with 6 currently not using cloud computing services. Of the 6 institutions currently not 

using cloud computing, only 2 are not currently considering cloud services. The most common 

current use of cloud was for email (6 institutions), with the next most common cloud services being 

storage, web services and VLEs. The most common reason given for using cloud computing services 

was the provision of a better service, with 8 out of 10 cloud users citing this as their motivation. Cost 
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was the next most common reason given (6 of 10) followed by better collaboration (3 of 10) and a 

reduction of hardware overheads as part of a green IT strategy (3 of 10).  

Regarding implications of the use of cloud computing, the general consensus was that the use of 

cloud computing would lead to lower energy use, less servers, energy savings from reduced need for 

cooling and lighting, and also reduced digital and physical storage requirements within the 

institution. However a few respondents were cynical about the ‘greenness’ of cloud computing and 

felt that energy consumption is simply shifted to the cloud rather than reduced. Further, some of the 

institutions represented by interview had not considered the environmental implications of cloud 

computing at all. The most common concerns relating to the use of cloud included jurisdiction 

issues, access to services (uptime), security of services, and the strength of SLAs. A number of 

respondents indicated local or regional private clouds tailored to HE and FE would be a more 

attractive prospect and would be trusted more than large commercial offerings.  

A centrally managed approach within institutions for cloud computing services was favoured; it was 

felt that duplication and inefficiency could result if services are developed in isolation by different 

departments and/or faculties within an institution. With regards to evaluating the environmental 

impact of the use of cloud computing, power consumption and billing were reported as being 

handled at institutional level with difficulties expected if attempting to isolate the effects of de-

commissioning particular hardware equipment. Interoperability was cited as important in relation to 

allowing movement of institutional data between vendors if a change of vendor was required. There 

was a recognition that lock-in could be an issue, a concern also voiced in the  literature [8, 85].  

The trends, influences and issues relating to cloud computing, which were identified by the literature 

and activity reviews, fed into the PESTLE analysis of factors affecting the uptake of cloud computing 

in HE and FE. This analysis is presented in the next section. 
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3 PESTLE Analysis of the Uptake of Cloud Computing within HE and 

FE 

Current industry marketing argues that cloud computing offers an effective, elastic and cost-

effective way to meet the varying computing demands of organisations. While value for money is a 

key driver given the current economic climate, as discussed in section 2.1, the key issues relating to 

uptake of cloud computing within commercial organisations have been concerned with the reliance 

on third parties to ensure data security and service levels appropriate to business needs. Evidence 

from the activity review suggests similar concerns are currently conerning senior IT managers within 

HE and FE. However, as with any change, there are a number of competing factors that will influence 

particular institutions’ choices. The PESTLE (Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and 

Environmental) analysis present below highlights the drivers and barriers which are likely to affect 

the uptake of cloud computing within HE and FE over the next 5 years. 

3.1 Political Influences 

Within HE and FE political influences typically include government directives, funding council 

policies, national and local organisations' requirements and institutional policy [86]. The PESTLE 

analysis identified three broad categories of political influences relating to cloud computing in HE 

and FE – government policies, institutional policies and JISC. 

Government Policies 

Government directives and funding council policies are not expected to directly affect the uptake of 

cloud computing within HE and FE. However, the development of the proposed private government 

cloud – G-Cloud [87] – may significantly influence the academic sector’s uptake. G-Cloud represents 

the first large public-sector cloud project and given the poor track record of many large-scale public 

IT projects it will be watched carefully. If and when the G-Cloud is implemented, the hope is that it 

will provide a number of benefits including cost savings, improved agility, standardisation and 

consolidation, greener ICT, reduced commercial risk, and reuse (of applications) [88]. Successful 

implementation of the likes of G-Cloud is likely to provide practical evidence of the feasibility of 

using cloud computing to support key business applications within the non-commercial sector. 

However, whether a private academic cloud is the best solution is questionable and is discussed 

further in Section 4.  It is also important to note that it is currently unclear how the change in 

government will affect either the G-Cloud or the policy directives to institutions. 

Institutional Policies 

Internal politics and institutional policies were identified as more immediate political influences. 

Interestingly, while some researchers and other non-IT staff suggested that IT departments would be 

firmly against any move towards cloud computing, the activity review and workshops revealed that 

IT Directors are increasingly examining the potential of cloud computing solutions as part of 

overarching information systems strategies. Indeed, the IT Director at Royal Holloway, University of 

London, reported that their IT strategy consisted of preparing for cloud computing models of service 

provision and compared the current set up to an internal cloud [89]. While the respondents were 

perhaps biased towards early adopters, current interest within the sector and JISC indicates a 

general trend. However, as senior IT staff reported, corporate systems owners such as registry or 
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finance managers are much more concerned about the potential risks and business impact that 

might arise from migrating corporate applications and data to a third party solution.  

JISC  

As is evidenced in other areas such as eLearning and Web 2.0 [90], timely and well chosen funding 

council and JISC initiatives can significantly influence sector uptake. The Shared Service and Cloud 

Computing Pilots [5] within JISC’s Flexible Service Delivery Programme [91] and subsequent 

initiatives are expected to significantly influence sector uptake. 

3.2 Economic Influences 

The review highlighted that economic influences are the primary drivers for cloud computing in HE 

and FE. According to JISC infoNet [86], economic factors pertaining to HE and FE are likely to include 

funding mechanisms and streams, business and enterprise directives, internal funding models, 

budgetary restrictions, and income generation targets. The PESTLE analysis identified four broad 

categories of economic influences relating to cloud computing in HE and FE – economic downturn, 

cloud computing business models, institutional budgetary mechanisms and business community 

engagement. 

Economic Downturn 

As is already evident in England, the recent financial crisis will lead to reduced direct and indirect 

funding streams within the HE and FE sectors. As is already beginning to emerge, this is likely to lead 

to institutional restructuring, reductions in personnel, and a push to radically rethink aspects of how 

an institution works. For example, as a recent PESTLE review [92] carried out for the sector 

identified, institutions may increasingly move towards lean thinking approaches [93] – where the 

focus is on the prevention of unnecessary and ineffective activities or resources whilst adding value 

for the customer in a flexible and responsive way to sustain and improve organisational 

competitiveness. Thus, a reduction in funding streams combined with an increasing need to 

illustrate value for money is likely to drive many institutions to consider cloud computing within 

their overall information systems provision. For example, a move to replace an institutional email 

service by a free cloud-based solution such as Google’s Gmail [45] or Live@edu from Microsoft [94] 

will result in a reduction in hardware and support costs. More generally, as utilising the cloud may 

allow for a reduction in investment in IT infrastructure and local support [95-96], cloud-based 

services should provide a leaner and cheaper alternative that the traditional institution-based 

computing services.  

Increased competitiveness within the sector may also drive the uptake of cloud computing. 

Institutions may perceive a competitive advantage [97] in moving parts of their information systems 

and services to cloud services as it will enable them to provide a standard of service which they 

otherwise would not be able to afford due to lack of in-house staff or technology resources. Such 

cloud services have the added advantage that they can easily be adjusted as demand dictates, due to 

the flexibility and pay-as-you-go nature of cloud service provision. 

The adoption of cloud computing may not necessarily result in cost savings. Instead, cloud services 

may be adopted to enhance resilience or to provide an elastic expansion of core capacity as and 

when required. For example, there are a number of processes within institutions, both in 
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administration and teaching, where extra computer processing or storage capacity may be 

periodically required. One example might be in clearing; another student workspace for practical 

classes or workshops. However, while the use of cloud computing can improve an institution’s key 

services, it may result in additional costs. As respondents argued [98], this may actually mean that 

less cash rich institutions will be less likely to utilise cloud computing as it may be a ‘nice to have’ 

add-on. 

Cloud Computing Business Models 

The cloud computing services market and business models will also strongly affect uptake. For 

example, the provision of ‘free’ cloud services such as webmail from Google or Microsoft is leading 

to some FE institutions ceasing to provide student email and commissioning cloud-based email for 

students. For example, New College Worcester has recently adopted Google Gmail [99] and Cheadle 

and Marple College have adopted Microsoft’s Live@edu [100] to extend their institutional email 

provision to students. Institutions need to be aware of the full implications of such changes to the 

business models of their traditional IT provision. For example, cloud computing challenges the 

traditional software business model [101] as organisations will no longer need to purchase and 

locally install software to the same extent. Removal of these in-house services and associated 

support resources will make it difficult to migrate back to in-house services, potentially locking 

institutions in to cloud solutions. Review participants were particularly concerned that an institution 

could rapidly lose the skills to host in-house email services – skills which would be extremely 

expensive to buy back in [98]. This is a potentially serious issue as business models for free cloud 

services may change in future to recoup software development or other costs. If these free services 

were to start charging, institutions may no longer be able to afford them, although they could be 

effectively locked in due to lack of retention of internal skills. 

Institutional Budgetary Mechanisms 

Indirect funding mechanisms and internal budgetary mechanisms will also affect uptake of cloud 

computing within institutions. As the JISC review Using Cloud Computing for Research [33] has 

found, academics in control of their own research grant budgets commission cloud computing 

services directly, independent of any institutional policy or of existing cloud services. Of more 

relevance to this review of environmental and organisational implications of cloud computing is the 

move towards making energy and other service and utility costs explicit within an institution’s local 

budget centre [102]. Full breakdown of centrally allocated costs could lead to academic departments 

and professional services areas opting out of central provision and commissioning their own cheaper 

cloud services. 

Business Community Engagement 

Finally, in their article on cloud computing, Jaeger et al argue that due to the large and growing 

market ($160 billion US in 2008) for cloud computing, the location and placement of cloud 

computing data centres will have clear economic ramifications [95]. This suggests that HE and FE 

consortia, together with commercial partners, have the potential to significantly impact upon 

local/regional economies through the development of regional cloud computing centres. Given the 

increasing focus on Business Community Engagement [103] within the sector, and in particular the 

impact that institutions may have on regional economies [104], this potential wider economic 

influence should not be forgotten.  
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3.3 Social Influences 

The social PESTLE dimension relates to external societal and cultural aspects which could influence 

an organisation. JISC infoNet advises that within the HE and FE sector these are likely to relate to 

attitudes to education, general lifestyle changes, changes in populations, distributions and 

demographics, and the impact of different mixes of cultures [86]. In the case of cloud computing, 

social influences pertain mainly to student and staff preferences although cultural aspects and 

changing demographics may also influence uptake. 

Student and Staff Preferences 

Usage trends and expectations of students and staff may influence the uptake of cloud computing. 

While students and staff are unlikely to request that institutions support cloud services per se, their 

use of services such as external storage solutions (e.g. Microsoft SkyDrive [105] and Amazon EC2 

[41]) or free cloud applications (e.g. Google Apps [44] and Gmail) is influencing institutional 

decisions. For example, keen to ensure good ratings in the National Student Survey [106], some 

institutions are seeking to integrate students’ favourite applications, some of which are cloud-based, 

into the student experience. 

Student and staff preferences could also potentially hinder uptake. For example, institutions may 

have to limit the use of proposed cloud services if they are not able to be delivered on a variety of 

different devices such as iPhones or other smart phones. 

Culture and Attitudes 

The culture within different areas of an institution can also affect uptake. For example, while the 

elasticity of cloud computing might provide an ideal and cost-effective solution for dealing with the 

peaks in demand during clearing or student registration, workshop participants argued that 

professional services areas such as registry were currently highly unlikely to agree to outsourcing 

part of their services in many institutions [107]. This attitude arises from a prevailing perception that 

cloud computing is inherently risky for institutional systems, although it should be noted that the 

same stakeholders who cite the high risk may consider internet banking to be secure. Some 

institutions may even ban certain cloud computing services because of security fears or as a result of 

other negative perceptions of cloud-based services. 

Key review participants from JISC [108] were not convinced of increased security concerns for cloud 

and actually referenced the huge implications for commercial suppliers of failures or security 

breaches, which could actually be more detrimental to a vendor than an institution with in-house 

provision. These stakeholders felts that the (perceived) security risk would decrease as more 

institutions take up cloud provision, i.e. after a ‘tipping point’ is reached, there would be collective 

ownership of risk and the corresponding consequences of failure [108]. 

Changing Demographics 

Increases in student numbers, especially in times of financial constraint, combined with potential 

shortages in skilled IT staff could also drive institutions to move towards cloud computing rather 

than in-house solutions. 
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3.4 Technological Influences 

JISC infoNet suggests the technological factors which influence HE and FE are the major current and 

emerging technologies of relevance for teaching, research or administration [86]. Clearly cloud 

computing is a prime example of an emerging technology and business model. The technical 

developments and standardisation, reliability and maturity of services and current institutional 

infrastructure will all affect uptake. 

Technical Developments and Standardisation 

Enabling technologies that underpin the cloud computing business model include server 

virtualisation, energy-efficient data centres, load balancing techniques, network infrastructure and 

bandwidth. Without development of these technologies cloud computing would not exist. However, 

there are still several limitations within the cloud computing model which are limiting uptake. 

Lack of standardisation of virtualisation and APIs and interoperability issues are delaying more 

general uptake. For example, as discussed in sections 2.4 and 3.2, institutions are concerned about 

lock-in where a user or institution is unable to easily change cloud service provider due to the lack of 

interoperability of software or data formats used in one or more parts/layers of the cloud service [8, 

85, 109]. Interoperability is clearly important if institutions are to be able to move data between 

vendors [109] and although there are no currently widely adhered to industry standards there are 

organisations championing this issue. The Open Cloud Consortium (OCC) [110] and the Cloud 

Computing Interoperability Forum (CCIF) [111] which has a number of significant supporters 

including IBM, Sun, CISCO are working in this area. However since not all the big providers in cloud 

computing (e.g. Google, Microsoft and Amazon) support one of these initiatives it is questionable 

whether a standard will be widely adopted anytime soon. Recognising these issues, the European 

Commission is also attempting to encourage interoperability standards and open source approaches 

[112]. 

Ease of use will also impact upon uptake. For example, if users need to use a number of identities to 

access different cloud services this is likely to impact uptake negatively. Integrated access to services 

via the UK academic community’s federated access management service [113] will greatly increase 

usability and hence uptake of cloud services. 

Increases in the efficiency of data centre technologies will both reduce the cost of the service and 

the carbon footprint – two aspects increasingly high on institutional agendas. Improved security, 

fabric management (for monitoring cloud services) and graphical user interfaces (GUIs) will also aid 

usability and reliability. Finally, new killer apps, especially Web 2.0 technologies which lie in the 

cloud will also further increase uptake. 

Reliability and Sector Maturity 

The availability and reliability of cloud-based services will shape how well the services are viewed, 

and also what types of information are outsourced into the cloud. Services in which even a small 

amount of downtime could be damaging to an institution’s reputation or where ‘mission-critical’ 

data/processes are involved are currently unlikely to be outsourced to cloud computing. On the 

other hand, services that are simple to use and do not require expertise to adopt or support are 

likely to be adopted more quickly. Institutions are also likely to be more favourable to cloud 
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computing services which allow easy monitoring of the service – in particular, its security, storage 

and processes performance. 

The maturity of vendor offerings and of the experience of the sector may also affect the uptake of 

services. Currently many institutions in the academic sector lack experience of cloud computing 

services and may be holding back to see how the ‘early adopters’ fare with cloud-based services.  

Current Infrastructure 

Current institutional infrastructure will also affect uptake. While lack of appropriate hardware to run 

new applications or services may encourage IT managers to look at utilising cloud-based solutions, 

inappropriate network architecture may dissuade against such a solution. In particular, institutions 

may need to move towards dual load sharing connections to the JANET infrastructure rather that the 

current primary connection and backup arrangement [108]. Such changes are not required by cloud 

computing alone and JANET(UK) is currently investigating the implication of a range of emerging 

technologies and computing models on both the core JANET and local institutional networks [108]. 

Finally, inherent network latency may mean that it is inefficient to put some functions such as 

transaction intensive data in the cloud although emerging networking technologies and data centre 

technologies may help to reduce latency in future [114, cited in 115].  

3.5 Legal Influences 

Legal PESTLE factors, described by JISC infoNet as European and national proposed and passed 

legislation [86], also impact upon uptake of technology in HE and FE. As JISC Legal [18] advise, areas 

of consideration include Copyright/IPR, Data Protection, Freedom of Information, Human Rights e-

Commerce, Accessibility Law, Defamation, Harassment, Computer Misuse, Terrorism, Interception 

and Monitoring, Hosting Liability, Employment Law. The PESTLE review highlighted two key related 

legal areas likely to influence uptake of cloud computing - perceived legal and security issues 

surrounding data storage, and contractual and service level agreements. 

Perceived Legal and Security Issues and  Surrounding Data Storage 

The review illustrated that perceived legal and security issues can act as barriers, preventing 

institutions from adopting cloud computing solutions. Such issues are unlikely to prevent adoption of 

cloud computing per se; rather they will influence the decision regarding what types of services are 

adopted and the types of data involved. The issues raised include jurisdiction issues, security risks, 

subcontracting, data ownership issues, lock-in, service level agreements (SLAs) and reliability. 

A major concern for those taking part in the review was that data held in cloud vendors’ servers 

would be under foreign jurisdiction and hence accessible to a foreign government, for example in 

the USA. Some participants indicated they would not move data into cloud services unless there was 

a guarantee that it would stay within the European Community. For example, one IT Director said 

they only decided to use Microsoft as a student email provider when the cloud hosting was 

confirmed as being within Europe [89]. They also noted that the significant risk was for personal or 

financial data and that most data they would store would be of little interest to anyone and not pose 

a significant legal or security risk. Concerns over government acts that give access to data, for 

example, the USA Patriot Act [116] and the Homeland Security Act [117] miss the point that 

governments could potentially access data held within their country or that of their allies whether 
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there are laws allowing it or not [85]. For others, the risk of their data being accessed by government 

officials is largely theoretical and not a significant concern [118].  

In the cloud it is also not always clear under whose jurisdiction data, software and hardware lie. 

Many commentators feel that legal disputes are likely to arise from issues surrounding jurisdiction 

and location [85]. Due to lack of clarity surrounding jurisdiction, some educational institutions have 

only outsourced student email to cloud vendors, preferring to hold back on staff email to see how 

this works out. Running two email systems (cloud, non-cloud), however, is unlikely to be cost-

effective in the long run. This may prevent some institutions from using cloud solutions at all, while 

it may persuade others that the cost-saving benefits outweigh any risks relating to jurisdiction. This 

decision may, in some cases, be dictated by external funders or partners. For example, the University 

of St Andrews commented that some external research funders (particularly military or commercial) 

are unwilling to correspond via cloud-based email [119].  

Jaeger et al, [95] suggest that rapid technological change has been too fast for legislative and policy-

making processes to keep up with, leading to a number of legal issues (e.g. confidentiality, legal 

jurisdiction privacy and liability). Lack of clarity arising from a deficit in appropriate legislation or 

established precedence can dissuade institutions from change, and uptake of cloud computing is no 

exception. Jaeger et al suggest that this could be addressed through intergovernmental 

collaboration on cloud computing standards. At present this seems unlikely due to differences 

between nations (particularly between the EU and USA) on many factors including legal definitions 

(privacy, data protection etc). However, a recent official report for the European Commission 

examined cloud computing and its relevance to the future of Europe [112]. Key recommendations 

from the report include that the European Commission, together with Member States, should set up 

the right regulatory framework to facilitate the uptake of cloud computing. As Jaeger et al note, “the 

manner chosen to address these [legislative and security related] issues must not be allowed to place 

disproportionate control over the capabilities of the Internet firmly in the possession of corporations 

or governments” [95]. 

The size of some commercial cloud providers may also prove a more lucrative target due to the large 

volumes of potentially exploitable data. However, commercial cloud vendors have a great deal to 

lose if their security is too lax and are likely to employ more skilled staff and institute more stringent 

security than many smaller educational institutions can afford. 

There may be additional security risks posed by using cloud computing services, for example, the use 

of shared resources, where many clients are using the same physical server potentially increases the 

risk that the different clients may be exposed to each other’s data. Further, even where data is 

stored in an encrypted form, it needs to be decrypted to be processed. As the processing is likely to 

take place in the cloud, it still may be exposed to potential theft or misuse by a rogue employee at a 

cloud service provider or subcontractor. As Mowbray summarises, “Cloud services can provide 

considerable opportunities for legitimate businesses, but carelessly or maliciously designed cloud 

services may also offer entrepreneurial opportunities for tax evaders, industrial spies, data thieves 

and denial-of-service extortionists. These opportunities are a potentially fertile source of future legal 

cases” [85]. 
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Contractual and Service Level Agreements 

Concern over the terms of contractual agreements will affect uptake of cloud computing. For 

example, as Mowbray notes some agreements do not always make clear what rights the cloud 

service providers have to use customer related data, including the circumstances under which they 

can sell it [85]. There may also be instances where an organisation signs up to a cloud-based service, 

unaware that the provider is actually a subcontractor who has an agreement with a larger provider.  

This adds another layer of contractual and legal complexity to the service which may be completely 

invisible to the organisation but does nevertheless add risks to the provision and security of the 

service. Such complexity and lack of transparency leads to a lack of trust. These issues may lead to a 

focus on private UK-based clouds tailored to HE and FE.  

Institutions may also worry that commercial cloud service providers do not understand the business 

needs of academic institutions or provide suitable contractual terms. The fact that commercial 

services providers are showing significant interest in working with the academic community to 

develop and refine their commercial offerings for the academic sector [108] suggests that many of 

these worries can be allayed. 

Unsatisfactory service level agreements (SLAs) may also dissuade institutions from adopting cloud 

computing services. Institutions adopting ‘free’ services feel the SLAs are weak [107] and that they 

are not in a position to negotiate better agreements (for paid or free services). For example, there is 

a concern amongst HE/FE stakeholders that current user agreements or SLAs are not strong enough 

to guarantee a good level of service or to provide compensation if levels are not met [107]. A sector 

approach to contract and SLA negotiation could improve this position by bringing the weight and 

expert advice to bear. 

3.6 Environmental Influences 

The environmental (or ecological) dimension relates to the physical environment in which an 

institution operates. As JISC infoNet’s PESTLE overview advises, these are likely to include local, 

national and international environmental impacts, and outcomes of political and social factors. The 

PESTLE investigation identified two broad environmental factors – global warming and the green 

agenda, and the availability and fitness of estate. 

Global Warming and the Green Agenda 

As the JISC TechWatch report “Low Carbon Computing” notes, educational institutions are working 

within the context of the UK being the first country in the world to introduce a legally binding 

framework for tackling climate change [120]. At a time when institutions are being asked to reduce 

energy consumption there has been a rapid growth in both the requirement for data/information 

storage and of online services [120]. The government recognises cloud computing as a possible 

remedy for this dilemma and, as discussed earlier, plans to rationalise government and public sector 

data centres through the proposed private government cloud ‘G-Cloud’ [88].  

 

Until recently, the possible energy savings and reduced environmental impact afforded by cloud 

computing have not been high on the list of drivers for its adoption by educational institutions. 

Indeed, as the activity review illustrated, many institutions have not considered the environmental 

implications of cloud computing at all. However the recent linkage, by HEFCE, of capital funding to 
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performance against institutional carbon management plans [121] is expected to focus institutional 

interest on methods of reducing the carbon footprint. As cloud computing effectively shifts energy 

consumption, and hence carbon footprint, to the data centre of the cloud service provider, 

institutions are expected to become increasingly interested in replacing in-house provision by 

external cloud computing solutions. While a significant shift to outsourcing of a range of IT services 

in educational institutions to cloud vendors will greatly reduce the carbon footprint of IT in HE and 

FE it could be argued that the carbon footprint is just shifted into the cloud. Indeed as cloud 

computing resources are increasing all the time – Jaeger et al note that Google alone had over one 

million servers in 2007 [95] – claims to environmental benefits should be carefully examined. 

There is some evidence, however, to suggest that using cloud computing services does not just shift 

energy consumption - it does reduce it. The server farms run by the cloud computing vendors are 

becoming more energy efficient all the time with some vendors that have ‘state of the art’ energy 

efficient data centres. For example, Google may be able to attract academic institutions based partly 

on their green credentials [122]. However, evidence from the literature is not clear-cut. Singh and 

Vara argue that modern data centres can consume and waste enormous amounts of electricity 

[123]. Others point out that a data centre server utilisation is typically only 5-15% although this can 

be increased to 60-70% using virtualisation and up to 100% for some servers used in cloud 

computing [124].  

Availability and Fitness of Estate 

Increasing shortages of estate that is fit for purpose and the potentially higher cost associated with 

the scarcity of estate were identified by the JISC Study into the Evolution of Working Practices [90] as 

important environmental issues for some institutions, particularly those located in city centres or 

those with aging buildings. The ever-increasing hardware and cooling systems required to run 

corporate applications are therefore putting pressure on scarce resources and in some cases 

institutions are running out of appropriate space for new servers. The iIntroduction of virtualised 

servers can reduce server numbers and hence both space requirements and energy consumption. 

However, this requires a significant up-front investment and a more viable option for institutions 

lacking the capital to invest in virtualising their services locally, may be to adopt a cloud computing 

strategy.  

3.7 Reflections on the PESTLE Analysis 

PESTLE analysis is by nature an exploratory tool designed to help identify key influences from the 

external environment which may impact upon an organisation. It does not provide a definitive 

answer regarding what will happen; rather it identifies potential key drivers and barriers.  

As the analysis illustrates, political, economic, social, technological, legal and environmental factors 

will all influence the uptake of cloud computing within HE and FE. The main drivers are economic, 

relating to the reduction in funding and the need to increase competitiveness through better 

student and staff experiences. The need to replace aging institutional infrastructures is also a timely 

influence as is the increasing emphasis on greening ICT. Significant barriers, however, do and will 

continue to exist. Not least are socio-cultural issues relating to perceived, but not necessarily well-

founded, risks associated with cloud computing. In particular, an assumption that security of data 

and applications in the cloud is more likely to be compromised than with in-house storage, concern 
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over jurisdiction and a worry that commercial cloud providers do not sufficiently understand the 

business requirements of HE and FE are likely to negatively impact uptake of cloud computing for 

core institutional services. However, two key unknowns remain; the impact that the new 

government will have on the education sector is unclear, as is the impact of the current trend of 

institutional restructuring. 

 

The positive and negative influences uncovered by the PESTLE analysis are next used to explore four 

potential near-future scenarios for the uptake of cloud computing within HE and FE.   
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4 Scenarios for Use of Cloud Computing within HE and FE 

Key objectives of this review were to explore the implications of cloud computing for institutional 

activities outside the research area and the potential impact of the adoption of cloud computing on 

institutional governance, policies, procedures and skills. Given the developing nature of cloud 

services, it is difficult to state definitively how cloud will be used within the sector. The exploration 

of potential usage was therefore undertaken by using sector experts to develop a range of future 

services scenarios which are likely to emerge over the next five years.  

The services scenarios were developed and explored in a Workshop held in Birmingham in late 

March 2010. The methodology used was adapted from the project team’s prior work on scenarios 

for the evolution of working practices [31] which drew on JISC’s Scenario Planning Guidelines [125] 

and JISC Netskills’ Working in the education sector in 2020 scenarios [126]. During the workshop, the 

experts were divided into two teams – Institutional Managers and Service Providers. The 

Institutional Managers team was asked to adopt an institutional perspective, assuming the role of IT 

Services or senior management in the discussions. The Service Providers team was asked to assume 

the role of providers of cloud services. This included consideration of the perspective of commercial 

providers such as Amazon, Google or Microsoft etc. and also that of an organisation running a non-

commercial private academic cloud. By encouraging the teams to live their roles, the workshop 

explored the different perspectives on what constitutes cloud computing followed by the services 

desired by institutions and the services likely to be marketed by cloud providers. This led to 

identification of four cloud services scenarios – The Cloud Workspace, Cloud Storage Solutions, 

Cloud-Enabled Learning Environments and Academic Clouds. These scenarios were then further 

explored by the two teams. In particular, the types of contracts and SLAs likely to be offered and the 

likelihoodthat these will meet institutional requirements were considered, followed by the business 

case for adopting cloud computing within institutions and for a private academic cloud. The four 

cloud services scenarios and their implications were then further refined and peer reviewed by the 

project team, in conjunction with a number of additional key experts who could not attend the 

workshop. 

This section presents the resultant scenarios for the use of cloud computing within HE and FE. This is 

followed by reflection on the scenario exploration process. 

4.1 The Cloud Workspace 

Cloud workspaces consisting of institutionally branded cloud-based email services, collaboration and 

productivity tools are likely to become increasingly common within UK HE and FE. Typically users will 

connect via the web to an environment which offers access to web-based email, on-line chat 

facilities for synchronous communication, sharing and collaborative editing of a range of standard 

but limited document types. Examples of such cloud workspace tools include Gmail [45], Google 

Apps [127] and Microsoft’s Live@edu [94]. The key feature of these tools is that they are hosted in 

the cloud, replacing the need for users to install common desktop productivity and communication 

applications such as Microsoft Office or Lotus Notes on their local hard drives. However, it should be 

noted that the cloud-based tools may provide more limited functionality than local desktop 

applications. 
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In general, basic cloud workspace tools are offered for free to the academic community. While in 

many cases individuals may simply sign up to create a user id and gain instant access to a range of 

free cloud-based tools, more typically institutions will contract with the cloud provider to access a 

free but institutionally branded service. This will allow institutions to control the look and feel of the 

interface to the various tools and also to present the service to its staff and students through a local 

URL, making the service appear as an integrated part of the institution’s own internal network 

domain.  A prime example of such an approach is the Open University’s recent agreement with 

Google to provide Google Apps [128]. 

Evidence from the USA  suggests that institutions will target these services at students in the first 

instance in order to help embed enhanced communication, collaboration and peer review within the 

student experience [129]. However as Educause reports, there are an increasing number of 

institutions who are overcoming staff or institutional reservations regarding the perceived security 

risks associated with storing staff materials and emails in the cloud. Thus, it is expected that 

institutions will increasingly migrate to cloud workspace tools for both staff and students [129]. This 

migration will be dictated by the diminishing returns in cost savings and efficiencies presented by 

dual solutions. Research staff, in collaboration with colleagues outside the institution, are likely to 

pioneer this staff use, with adoption by the rest of the institution following as institutional and 

service managers become more reassured regarding the security and reliability of these services and 

as the cost of supporting dual systems outweighs the business case for their retention. 

The big players such as Microsoft and Google are likely to continue to dominate the educational 

market for cloud workspace communication collaboration and productivity tools in the near future. 

However, as is already the case, many other companies, both small and large, will offer competing 

cloud workspace services – e.g. the latest Lotus notes software from IBM [130] or Fronter [131], a 

teaching and learning platform from a smaller Danish company. Uptake of cloud workspace tools 

beyond of the big players will depend on their compatibility with Microsoft Office, OpenOffice [132] 

and other open source applications and the degree of innovation in workspace models that they 

provide. 

The business model for these cloud workspace tools is that by hosting the applications within large 

data centres which service a multitude of different customers, cloud service providers can achieve 

considerable economies of scale and therefore offer pay-as-you-go solutions at a more competitive 

rate that in-house solutions. These significant economies of scale allow the cloud providers to offer 

special, free but limited, educational services based on the premise that educational usage will 

expose students – the future workforce – to their products. The service limitations – typically email 

and document storage restrictions – may mean that institutions will need to contract a premium 

service rather than standard educational provision to meet staff requirements. Even taking this cost 

into account, as the Forrester report into the cost of cloud email services illustrates, cloud-based 

solutions which relieve institutions of support and maintenance overheads are likely to be more cost 

effective where staff numbers are less than 15,000 [133].  

While most cloud providers will advertise standard contractual and SLAs, there will be room to 

negotiate sector-wide agreements suitable for UK HE and FE. Contracts may or may not specify 

where in the world that the hosted emails or documents will reside. Typically, guarantees of location 

will be offered on premium services only. Similarly, encryption of transiting data will be a costed 
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extra – one which is only likely to be purchased for highly confidential or business-critical emails and 

documents. Contracts will not involve any transfer of ownership of data to the cloud service 

provider. For costed services, the key SLA terms will relate to monthly uptime of the suite of tools, 

scheduled downtime, and service credits which would be accrued should the service level fail to 

meet agreed targets.  However, breaks in services may not be counted unless the break results in 

the service being unavailable for more than 10 minutes. So while a SLA may have a guarantee of 99% 

uptime this might exclude very short episodes of downtime. Free services are unlikely to provide 

meaningful SLAs. Large institutions or consortia may be able to enter into additional contractual 

agreements, although different SLAs will be much more difficult to negotiate. 

The key influence in adopting cloud workspace tools will be financial – both in terms of reducing 

existing costs relating to hardware, software, maintenance and support, and to the ability to develop 

additional services effectively for free. Functionality and existing student and staff personal use of 

particular free solutions are likely to influence corporate decisions regarding uptake and the 

selection of commercial cloud providers. The benefits afforded to institutions will therefore be 

related to cost savings and improved services and student experience – key benefits in the 

increasingly competitive and cash-strapped education market. For example, the Open University 

contract with Google provides a SLA with higher levels of availability than the University itself could 

offer [134]. For students and staff the key advantage will be that they can work more collaboratively, 

from any web-enabled computer, without having to worry about having compatible software 

installed locally [129]. 

 

4.2 Large-Scale Cloud Storage 

As institutions amass ever more data, large-scale data storage, management and preservation is 

increasingly becoming a major concern. Cloud storage solutions offer a way to outsource these 

problems to a third party. Potential datasets that could be moved to the cloud include educational 

resource repositories, institutional repositories, institutional archives, corporate datasets, data 

backup, archiving and disaster recovery, and research datasets.  

Institutions will be able to choose from a range of large-scale data storage solutions within the cloud 

infrastructure. At the most basic level cloud hosted solutions will offer virtual server hosting or block 

storage. Hosted solutions will suit institutions who have limited technical skills sets. For example, the 

University of Southampton already offers a hosted institutional repository service [135] which 

provides institutions with their own branded ePrints repository of research literature, scientific data, 

student theses, project reports, multimedia artefacts, teaching materials, scholarly collections, 

digitised records, exhibitions and performances. The repository hosting service includes 

customisation to satisfy an institution’s metadata requirements. On the other hand, block storage 

Criteria for selecting cloud workspace tools 

 When seeking to reduce hardware and software costs 

 When seeking to reduce maintenance costs 

 When aiming to improve student services and experience 

 When seeking to work more collaboratively 

 When aiming to work more flexibly 
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solutions such as Amazon’s Elastic Block Storage (EBS) service [136] will offer storage volumes which 

behave like raw hard drives and can be used by institutions to effectively add new disk capacity. 

Finally, a more sophisticated model of ‘cloud storage’ or ‘storage as a service’ will enable institutions 

or individuals to store their data in a multi-tenancy cloud storage solution which they then access 

through sophisticated APIs. The cloud storage solution itself may be spread over a number of 

storage arrays in different locations and access is load-balanced using data location virtualisation or 

other data management techniques [137]. Amazon’s S3 service [64] is a prime example of such a 

cloud storage solution.  

The business rationale for cloud-based storage solutions is that they offer the advantage of an 

elastic, highly scalable, reliable, inexpensive data storage infrastructure which is shared by many 

users. This means that institutions contracting such services are freed from the burden of managing 

large-scale data service in-house – an area where relevant skills are lacking [108] – and gain from the 

economies of scale afforded by the cloud. However, whether cloud storage is a reasonable option 

depends on the anticipated use of the data. For example, whether cloud-based solutions can 

currently reliably handle highly transactional files or databases that require consistently fast network 

connections is questioned [138]. This is, in the main, due to the inherent latency which arises due to 

the transfer of data over the Internet. While network bandwidth and reliability is continuing to 

increase, commercial companies are still not ready to move highly transactional data to the cloud. 

Indeed, according to Forrester Research, business users are not yet ready to move to cloud storage 

as reliability, service levels, share tenancy and long-term pricing all present significant barriers [114, 

cited in 115]. While it is possible that some academic institutions may experiment by putting the 

likes of customer relationship management data on the cloud, many others will await the outcome 

of such early adopter studies and the experiences of G-Cloud before considering moving highly 

transactional data to the cloud.  

Most cloud providers will provide a range of standard contractual and SLAs for their various data 

storage solutions. Contracts will ensure that institutions or commercial clients retain full ownership 

of their data. Given the potentially sensitive and commercial nature of the data stored, contracts 

may include options which specify both the regional location of the host data centres and the 

jurisdiction under which the contract and provider operate. Providers are also likely to offer 

encryption of stored and/or transiting data on their premium services – a facility which may be 

bought by institutions storing key corporate data. Level of effort relating to data security may also be 

specified; however there can be no guarantee against a breach of security. Capacity and level and 

rate of expandability will also be specified. Standard SLAs will focus on monthly uptime, error rates 

and service credits. Institutions accessing the cloud data as part of corporate applications will look to 

third party cloud service companies similar to DuraSpace [139] to overlay improved accountability 

and quality of service guarantees on top of standard commercial cloud data services. 

The key influences in adopting large-scale cloud storage will relate to scalability, cost effectiveness 

and the nature of the data itself. The nature of the data will dominate, at least in the short to 

medium term. Of the large datasets which might be considered within the scope of this review – 

educational resource repositories, institutional repositories, institutional archives, corporate 

datasets, and data backup, archiving and disaster recovery – data which is either infrequently 

accessed or which is mainly accessed over the network anyway are most likely to be put onto the 

cloud. Thus, data backup, archiving and disaster recovery, institutional repositories and open 
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educational resource repositories are the most likely candidates. However long-term preservation 

will be of concern and therefore the business standing of the supplier will be an important factor. 

Data which is highly sensitive – either commercially sensitive data – or personal data – is less likely 

to stored in the cloud due to perceived increased security risks and the fact that additional 

safeguards such as encrypting traffic over the Internet may further increase latency and costs. For 

cloud storage solutions, lock-in will also be of prime concern. This is primarily due to the lack of 

standardisation of APIs which means that it is difficult to move to a new cloud storage provider 

without starting from scratch [137].  

Looking further to the future, new usage models may develop where institutions share data in the 

cloud. For example, consortium customer relationship management (CRM) solutions may emerge 

where groups of institutions collaborate by storing institutional CRM information in a cloud private 

to the consortium. While each institution would still have confidential access to the commercially 

sensitive material, the use of a private cloud could afford data mining opportunities at the 

consortium level. 

 

4.3 Cloud-enabled Learning Environments 

The provision of learning environments within HE and FE is likely to spread to the cloud. Two types 

of cloud-based learning environments can be expected initially – Virtual Learning Environments 

(VLEs) and Personal Learning Environments (PLEs). In the first case, traditional institutional VLEs will 

be remotely hosted by commercial VLE specialists. For example, Blackboard already offers a 

Managed Hosting Service [140] where an institution’s Blackboard VLE is hosted on the company’s 

servers. While such hosted services currently tend to be employed by smaller, commercial learning 

providers, this may increasingly become a preferred option for smaller FE colleges struggling to 

resource staff to support in-house VLEs. Cloud hosted solutions are also beginning to emerge for 

non-commercial VLEs. For example, Unicorn Inc. [141] now offers hosting services for both Sakai 

[142] and Moodle [143] open source VLEs. Given the core educational focus, the business models of 

these providers will generally be compatible with the needs of UK HE and FE. 

Students and staff using cloud-based VLEs should not, in principle, experience any difference 

compared to institutionally hosted VLEs. Student and staff preferences are therefore unlikely to 

influence the move to the cloud of institutional VLEs; rather, the decision will be based on evaluation 

of reduced costs and in-house support requirements versus the degree of configurability and 

flexibility afforded by cloud hosted VLE services. This means that where institutions wish to 

undertake significant customisation, a locally hosted VLE may still be more appropriate given that 

the institution will require local VLE developers. The general institutional culture towards using the 

cloud will also affect uptake. As VLEs are increasingly viewed as core and mission critical services, 

Criteria for selecting Large-Scale Cloud Storage Solutions  

 When a cost effective solution to more storage capacity needed 

 When a highly scalable resource is required 

 When data is infrequency accessed – e.g. repositories, archiving, data backup, disaster recovery 

 When data is not “highly transactional” – lots of data transfers 
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uptake can be expected to lag behind that of student email or collaboration tools. Institutional and 

VLE managers will need plenty of evidence relating to the reliability and quality of cloud hosted VLE 

services before committing to commissioning such a cloud-based system. Contractual agreements 

will be concerned with the cost of the service, resilience, upgrade schedules and expandability of 

provision. Anything above a very basic support level will come as a costed extra.  For those 

institutions without in-house support staff, this could add significantly to the cost of the service. 

SLAs are likely to include monthly uptime, error rates, latency and service credits. 

Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) are educational systems which allow individual learners to 

take control of and manage their own learning [144]. As JISC CETIS [144] suggests, in a PLE scenario 

institutions would provide educational content via repositories and assessment activities etc; 

however learners would access these institutional facilities using a PLE which each individual learner 

constructs from his or her preferred tools and ways of working. As students increasingly turn to 

cloud-based workspaces using communication, collaboration and productivity tools, PLEs are likely 

to draw heavily on these free to education cloud services. Use of cloud workspace tools has the 

advantage that much of the learning environment constructed by the student will remain available 

to him or her on completion of their course, paving the way for a lifelong PLE which evolves over 

time as technology and business models changes. As PLEs are built by students from their preferred 

tools, there will be no contractual arrangements or SLAs directly relating to PLEs. The resultant lack 

of service guarantees and support is something that institutions will need to be aware of and 

manage the implications of. This may result in institutions advocating preferred PLE solutions built 

from their standard communication, collaboration and productivity tools with users warned that 

they will not receive support for different tools, although online forums could be used for informal 

support mechanisms. 

Malik [145] argues that the availability of cloud-based plug and play user ‘apps’, repositories and 

even cloud hosted VLE components will lead to the emergence of personalised Cloud Learning 

Environments (CLEs). Such CLEs will move the loci of control away from institutions to a partnership 

model where both academics and learners can equally share choice and control of the learning 

environment and share content etc through cloud-based services. This vision perhaps derives from 

the changing loci of control afforded by Web 2.0 technologies [31] rather than the elasticity and 

economies of scale at the core of cloud computing per se. Indeed there is disagreement regarding 

the usefulness of the term cloud in this context and regarding what advantages this distinct vision 

provides over simply the evolution of existing VLEs or PLEs [145]. However, the easy to use plug and 

play nature of cloud computing combined with the free educational services models could be a 

significant enabler of new collaborative, student-centric ways of learning. While such a collaborative 

approach would require a significant shift from the culture of institutional provision of learning 

environments, it is strongly in line with current constructivist approaches which seek to empower 

learners through collaboration, self-regulation and co-curriculum. However, academics who are 

unfamiliar with emerging Web 2.0 and cloud technologies are much less likely to embrace such a 

radical approach. Further, given the lack of institutional control, such approaches may have 

significant implications for quality assurance and enhancement procedures relating to the student 

experience. New approaches would therefore be required. Whether contractual arrangements and 

SLAs could be brought together under some kind of overarching third party cloud service, which 

allows pick and mix solutions but guarantees acceptable levels of service, would need to be 

explored.  
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The key influences relating to the adoption of cloud-based learning environments vary depending on 

purpose. While cost savings and resilience will be key influencers, particularly in moving to directly 

hosted solutions, pedagogical objectives should be the primary motivator – something which should 

not be lost in efficiency drives. Care must be taken to fully investigate the additional cost associated 

with support, be it in-house or through the cloud supplier as part of the business case. Student 

preferences and lifelong learning requirements will also be key influences in PLE and CLE type 

solutions. Considerable barriers to uptake are to be expected at first. These will be related to a 

perceived loss of control over a core part of an institution’s business, potential service breaks and 

network latency in the case of the host VLE solution. CLE solutions are likely to be viewed as much 

more experimental and therefore latency may not be such an issue in the short term. 

 

4.4 Academic Clouds 

In contrast to the specific tools, applications and utilities discussed in the preceding scenarios, in the 

Academic Cloud scenario institutions or individuals may purchase scalable, elastic pay-as-you-go 

access to a range of computer processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing 

resources which they can employ to run arbitrary software. This academic sector specific 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) type solution could be provided in three forms – public academic 

cloud, private academic cloud and private institutional cloud – distinct from general public IaaS 

solutions which can be purchased from the likes of Amazon, SalesForce.com etc.  

 In a public academic cloud scenario, the cloud infrastructure is accessible to the academic sector 

only, although it is built from publicly available cloud services. This could be achieved through a 

sector-level deal with a single large-scale cloud supplier or through an overarching academic cloud 

management service which integrates the provision from a range of commercial suppliers to provide 

a branded academic cloud. There are two key features of this public academic cloud. Firstly, as it 

uses commercial cloud infrastructure it gains from massive economies of scale, it is infinitely scalable 

(in theory) and benefits from the resilience and load balancing which the global cloud providers can 

offer. Secondly, it offers a branded academic sector cloud service tuned to the sector’s business 

needs. This includes sector-wide contracts and SLAs through which institutions or individuals can 

purchase a range of cloud-based services. By purchasing such bulk deals the sector will have 

sufficient leverage to negotiate contracts and SLAs tuned to meet the business needs of the 

academic sector. Indeed, as respondents and workshop participants felt that this is an area where 

institutions lack appropriate skills, such negotiation is likely to be warmly welcomed in the sector. 

Criteria for selecting Cloud-based Learning Environments 

Cloud-Based Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) 

 When there is a need to reduce costs 

 When less customisation is required 

Cloud-Based Personal Learning Environment (PLE) 

 When more student control of learning is required 

 To enhance and support life-long learning 

Cloud Learning Environment (CLE) 

 Collaborative student-centred learning supporting a co-curriculum    
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The feasibility of a public academic cloud depends largely on the interest of the sector in buying in to 

such a service and the willingness of commercial providers to engage in a bespoke academic 

solution. JISC’s ongoing industry liaison discussions suggest that commercial cloud providers are 

keen to investigate the academic market [108]. While institutions and individuals who took part in 

the review did not specifically identify with the need for a public academic cloud, the enhanced 

contractual leverage, quality of service and SLAs which this could bring were viewed as key enablers 

required if uptake of cloud computing was to move beyond provision of student email and become a 

central part of core institutional IT strategies. However, this public - albeit restricted - cloud is still 

exposed over the Internet and therefore the data and processing may be subject to external security 

attacks. As discussed in section 3, while some may be concerned with the security, the cloud 

providers are likely to have more extensive in-house security measures and expertise than that 

within academic institutions. Latency may also be an issue; however JANET(UK) is already having 

discussions with commercial data centre and application providers regarding improved connectivity 

to JANET [108].  

In a private academic cloud scenario, the cloud infrastructure – the computer processers, data 

centres and networking applications are based within the JANET network rather than via the 

Internet in general. While the idea of a dedicated (private) academic cloud service might appeal, this 

scenario has the disadvantage of much more limited scalability and therefore elasticity than a truly 

global cloud solution. Further, as the cloud is limited to JANET, peaks in demand are likely to 

coincide across large parts of the sector. For example, many institutions may wish to purchase 

additional computer processing power from the cloud to cope with processing peaks relating to 

clearing or student registration. The processing and data storage capacity of the private academic 

cloud will need to be constructed to accommodate such peaks; however, for the majority of the year 

the cloud will run significantly under capacity and therefore not be as cost-effective as a global cloud 

solution which can absorb such peaks. Further, while resilience could be built with multiple cloud 

data centres on JANET, global cloud players will be able to offer better resilience guarantees. Thus 

while the contractual and service level agreements relating to a private academic cloud will also be 

designed to meet the business needs of academia, the costs, resilience and elasticity terms are likely 

to be less favourable when compared to those of a public academic cloud.  

In the private institutional cloud scenario, an individual institution fashions its own internal IT 

provision on the flexible utility-based infrastructure used by the commercial cloud providers. Rice 

University in the USA has developed such a private cloud [146]. The advantages of this approach are 

twofold. Firstly, an institution retains full control over its personal and commercially sensitive data 

and its security infrastructure. The latter is a double-edged sword, as commercial suppliers are 

generally viewed as having a superior infrastructure as their core business depends on reputation in 

this area [107-108]. Secondly, the institution can rationalise its IT infrastructure while introducing 

new costing models where departments or individuals are accurately charged for the resources they 

use. However, this private institutional cloud scenario does not offer the same key benefits of 

economies of scale, and infinite elasticity that non-institutional solutions provide. Institutions may 

be able to capitalise some limited economies of scale due to coalescing IT provision which was 

previously distributed across many different departments; however, the cost of sourcing sufficient 

infrastructure to offer reasonable elasticity is likely to outweigh any benefits. Although some 

industry analysts claim there may be a general move towards reorganising an organisation’s IT 
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provision in this way [147], such solutions will require significant investment and are not really cloud 

solutions according the NIST definition of cloud computing.  

Other hybrid or regional models may also emerge. For example, a consortium based on region or 

institutional focus could develop its own smaller scale private cloud. Alternatively, a private 

academic sector cloud could call on resources from public cloud providers to deal with peak 

demands. However, the business case for such models would need to be carefully examined. 

 

 

4.5 Reflections on the Service Scenarios 

The scenarios developed here are near-future scenarios designed to help explore the institutional 

and environmental implications of cloud computing. The scoping of the scenarios, based on the 

findings of the PESTLE analysis and activity review, has facilitated the exploration of important 

characteristics, influences and impacts of how cloud computing might be used over the next five 

years within HE and FE. Two key points are worth highlighting. Firstly, while cost-effectiveness will 

undoubtedly drive much of the move into the cloud, the move towards user-led technological 

innovation, driven by the advent of Web 2.0 technologies, will indirectly influence uptake as many 

Web 2.0 technologies are based in the cloud. Secondly, while a private academic cloud has been 

suggested as a way to minimise many of the perceived risks associated with institutional use of 

cloud, more detailed consideration revealed that many of the benefits of the cloud would be lost. A 

public academic cloud is a more viable scenario.  

It had been the intention to consider further the viability of an academic cloud within the context of 

this review through a more detailed impact analysis based on the academic cloud scenario. 

Investigations by JANET(UK) into the implications of large-scale data centres and discussions by JISC 

industry liaison regarding the cloud industry’s interest in such an arrangement were ongoing during 

the period of this review. It was therefore not possible to full integrate the results of these 

investigations into a deeper impact analysis of the viability of an academic cloud. The forthcoming 

Criteria for selecting: 

Public academic cloud 

 When massive scalability required. 

 When demand for resources is extremely variable. 

 When there is no expertise for negotiating SLAs within your 

institution. 

Private academic cloud 

 When security is an issue. 

 When scalability is less of an issue. 

Private institutional cloud 

 When the highest levels of security are required. 

 When there is a desire to avoid service level agreements 

(SLAs). 
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internal JISC workshop on cloud computing should provide an excellent setting to further explore the 

viability of an academic cloud. 

As the sector begins to gain experience in cloud computing, it will be worthwhile revisiting the 

scenarios to explore what might happen in the next 10-20 years. Indeed, there are researchers who 

feel that cloud computing provides an opportunity to rethink the whole model of higher education 

as a more open-content, inter-university, collaborative vision. In their article “Above-campus 

services: Shaping the promise of cloud computing for higher education” Wheeler and Waggener 

suggest that cloud computing offers “a new capability and an opportunity to rethink approaches for 

delivering IT services” [148]. They go on to describe a meta-university model in which services are 

provided at a level above an individual campus/university. In “The Tower and The Cloud”, Richard 

Katz suggests that there are a number of factors that are leading to the democratisation and 

industrialisation of IT and that this has consequences for education.  The unbundling of educational 

offerings may lead to competition as it can be relatively easy to re-bundle and ”mash-up” 

educational materials that are online and this will have positive and negative aspects [149]. Thus, 

exploration of how the emerging cloud computing paradigm and related technologies might 

significantly change how HE and FE institutions undertake teaching and learning, research, business 

community engagement and administrative activities is recommended. 

The outputs of the PESTLE analysis and the scenario developments together fed into the 

development of advice and guidance on cloud computing which is presented in the next section. 
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5 Advice and Guidance on Cloud Computing 

The advice and guidance presented in this section is aimed at decision-makers in HE and FE who are 

responsible for the provision of institutional IT Services. It provides a summary of areas to be 

covered when investigating the business case for the use of cloud computing for IT service provision 

in HE and FE and recommends further resources to enable investigation where appropriate.   

The advice and guidance is based on the issues relating to cloud computing which were uncovered 

during this review of the environmental and organisational impact of cloud computing within HE and 

FE. The activity review with key representatives from 16 UK HE and FE, the PESTLE and scenario 

development workshops outlined in subsection 1.3, subsequent discussions with key HE and FE 

stakeholders and a supplementary review of relevant literature all contributed to the advice and 

guidance presented here.   

Activity review respondents indicated that the uptake of cloud computing at an institutional level is 

not progressing as quickly as the vendor hype might suggest. Some respondents that have only just 

started exploring the possibilities of adopting cloud-based computing services were unsure of what 

methods would be used to assess the resultant impacts to the institution. Most institutions in the 

activity review already using cloud computing services have piloted one service first, usually student 

email, with a view to determining how successful this was before deciding whether to move other 

services into the cloud. 

Given that institutions are currently proceeding, but with caution, many stakeholders consulted did 

feel that it was perhaps too early to determine exactly what advice or guidance was required as they 

were only just beginning to investigate cloud computing, although most did comment that guidance 

was required from a legal perspective and also with regards to security, energy efficiency, 

institutional policy and staff issues. Security concerns and alignment with institutional IT strategy 

were the most common reasons given in the activity reviews for not adopting cloud computing. The 

advice and guidance in this section therefore presents a structure to allow decision makers to 

investigate the potential business case for adopting cloud computing at this early stage in sector 

adoption; examining the potential drivers, costs, benefits, issues and risks associated with cloud 

provision of IT.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each of these aspects of the business case is covered in the following subsections. This project has 

been carried out as part of JISC’s Greening ICT Programme; consequently there is a focus on 

environmental areas for each aspect. Note that in order to make a decision, institutions must 

examine these aspects in relation to a cloud solution and for other alternatives, including the status 

quo, in order to compare and contrast options and to make an informed decision. While there is not 

currently any academic cloud services as scoped in Section 4, should these be developed, institutions 

should also consider the business case for an academic cloud solution as well as for the more 

“The Business Case presents the optimum mix of information 

used to judge whether the project is (and remains) desirable, 

viable and achievable, and therefore worth investing in.” 

Office of Government Commerce [1] 
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commercial services currently on offer. Further, other possibilities should be considered too. For 

example, consortia of educational institutions, perhaps in the same region, could effectively pool 

resources to provide shared computing services. This is certainly something suggested in literature 

[150] and also during the activity review. There are joint data centres being built in the USA that 

allow a number of academic institutions to share costs and resources [151]. This is a viable option 

also considered by the Universities of Derby, Salford, and Sheffield Hallam who recently completed a 

feasibility study on the possibility of a shared cloud computing data centre [150]. 

 Note also that an appropriate timescale for any investigation must also be considered; for example, 

one which considers the time required in order for any change to realise expected benefits and one 

which allows changed regular costs to be compared in addition to reviewing the one-off costs 

required to make a change. The business case may need to be examined for the short, medium and 

long term in order to determine whether cloud computing is the most appropriate option for 

services.   

5.1 Drivers 
Drivers for considering cloud computing solutions for institutional services should be identified in 

the context of the institutional strategy and how well they align. As the PESTLE analysis of section 4 

identifies, the main drivers are economic, relating to the reduction in funding and the need to 

increase competitiveness through better student and staff experiences.  The need to replace aging 

institutional infrastructures is also a timely influence as is increasing emphasis on greening ICT.   

The PESTLE analysis provides a broad overview of the drivers and their implications. Consideration of 

this analysis within the context of an individual institution’s vision and goals and current operating 

environment is the recommended starting point for an institution exploring the business case of 

cloud computing. 

Political Drivers  

Government policies, the economic and political climate and the influence of the funding councils 

should be considered in light of how they will influence institutional strategy and the service 

provision required to meet its vision.    

Economic Drivers 

The financial climate and expected income from an institution’s funding streams should be 

considered in addition to the preservation of competitive advantage i.e. does the institution benefit 

from keeping particular services in-house and therefore distinct from direct competitors? 

Social Drivers 

From the project activity review, one of the most frequently cited reasons for not adopting cloud 

computing was the need for cloud computing to fit into institutional IT strategies. In general, HE and 

FE are considering ‘chore’ rather than core services for cloud computing, for example email and file 

storage, rather than distinct specialist or customised services which are more difficult to move to 

cloud. Although generic systems may indeed be business critical, the nature of their provision is 

typically rather uniform between organisations and therefore easier to outsource. Many activity 

review participants had taken the step of seeking advice from other institutions who were already 
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using cloud services; for example Royal Holloway University of London consulted with University 

College London (UCL) before negotiating their student email service with Microsoft [89].  

Technical Drivers 

Clearly any business case must be developed within an institution’s own unique context; the 

optimum path for service provision will depend on the size and profile of an institution and other 

individual factors. For example, if the institution has successfully implemented cloud computing 

solutions previously it will be more knowledgeable about what issues might  arise. In addition, a 

service cannot be considered in isolation. If most other services are cloud-based it would not be a 

great leap for an institution to make a decision to opt for a cloud-based solution for another service.   

Legal Drivers 

Legal issues will be a major factor determining an institution’s decision on whether to adopt cloud 

computing. There may be cases where legal issues associated with cloud could inhibit an institution’s 

progress. However, conversely, the adoption of cloud may also offer institutions a solution to 

existing legal issues; for example outsourcing the storage of data to an organisation who can actually 

provide an increased level of security.   

Environmental Factors 

With regards to environmental drivers, Low Carbon Computing notes that “the UK is the first country 

in the world to introduce a legally binding framework for tackling climate change and the 

implications of this are likely to be far reaching for the public sector” [120] (p1). This JISC TechWatch 

report “Low Carbon Computing: a view to 2050 and beyond” is a substantial report that seeks to 

explain that HE/FE will face tough targets for reducing energy emissions and discusses factors and 

technologies affecting the sector in the long and short-term. In recent years the rapid growth in both 

the requirement for data/information storage and of online services has fed the rapid rise of cloud 

computing services. These services have significant implications for our energy consumption as 

Anderson et al note: 

“In 2007, the EPA predicted a 75% growth in data centre energy use in the USA over a 5-year 

period (from 2006) under the "current energy efficient trends" scenario but their estimates 

already look like they are being exceeded: the Uptime Institute reports that when surveying 

the top tier of data centres, they have recorded a 20–30% annual rise in energy 

consumption” [43] (p16). 

Jaeger et al found that Google alone have over one million servers (2007) and it is a safe assumption 

that all big internet players (Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, Amazon, IBM) run vast server farms [95]. 

Some experts are suggesting HE/FE should be moving IT out into cloud-based services. For example, 

a key recommendation from Low Carbon Computing [43] is that: “More consideration needs to be 

given to the issues involved in a move towards shared services and third party 'cloud' services”. The 

report also indicates that the emerging government plans for G-Cloud [88] need to be watched 

closely. G-Cloud represents the first large public-sector cloud project and given the poor track record 

of many large-scale public IT projects it will be of great interest. If and when the G-cloud is 

implemented the hope is that government IT services will reap a number of benefits including cost 

savings, improved agility, standardisation/simplification/consolidation, green ICT strategy, reduced 

commercial risk, reuse of applications and virtualisation [88]. 
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From the activity review undertaken by this project, the general feeling from respondents was that 

the use of cloud computing would lead to lower energy use, less servers, energy savings from a 

reduced need for cooling and lighting, and also from less digital and physical storage within an 

institution. Many institutions have already virtualised servers leading to a reduction in server 

numbers and energy consumption. Other energy savings noted were from cloud computing use 

leading to more flexible working and teaching practices and a reduction in the need to be physically 

at the institution. In at least one institution the former email servers have not been decommissioned 

but re-used for other services. Most of the points raised by the activity review participants were also 

brought up by those participating in the PESTLE workshop. 

A few activity review respondents were cynical about the greenness of cloud computing and feel 

energy consumption is just moved rather than reduced. Workshop participants also raised the issue 

of ‘greenwash’ where some cloud computing vendors overstate the green credentials of their 

services and indicated that it was difficult to completely trust their claims. Some institutions in the 

activity review have not yet considered environmental implications or feel they are very small 

(particularly some colleges). For some institutions the adoption of a cloud-based service such as 

student email is an additional service for the students and has not led to any equipment reductions 

or energy savings. 

Workshop participants cited energy savings and greater sustainability (lowering institutions’ carbon 

footprint)  as being seen as drivers to adopt cloud computing services. This is also linked with the 

institutional profile - is it seen as green or not? It was suggested that there may be rewards for 

institutions that appear green, and penalties for those that do not, from government and research 

funding bodies.  

In addition to considering how cloud computing solutions could help an institution to achieve its 

strategic vision, it should also be considered that the existence of cloud computing could also affect 

strategy development. As discussed in subsection 4.5 the emerging cloud computing paradigm and 

related technologies might significantly change how HE and FE institutions undertake teaching and 

learning, research, business community engagement and administrative activities.  Even if the whole 

HE/FE model does not change in light of cloud computing, many researchers feel cloud and other IT 

trends will have a significant impact. Young suggests that “in the next five years, web-based 

computing will likely bring important changes in how students study, how scholars do research, and 

how college information-technology departments operate” [151]. 

5.2 Costs 
In order that a fair business case be considered for investigation, the full costs of cloud computing 

and its alternatives must be identified and compared. This should include direct costs, e.g. for 

hardware and staff time, as well as indirect costs to cover estates costs and network infrastructure.  

It is often difficult for institutions to accurately cost individual services due to the nature of the 

finance systems used and further resources to assist with this process are given at the end of the 

section.  The following advice should be taken into consideration when investigating costs.   

 Institutions must be cautious when analysing the cost of cloud solutions as marginal costing is 

often used internally. As the true costs of providing an ICT service may therefore be unknown, 
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direct comparison with cloud services which make explicit the full cost to the user are difficult to 

undertake.   

 Although many institutions have cited cost savings as a benefit of using cloud computing, in 

other cases costs may not decrease but other benefits, such as an improved level of service, may 

be the reason for adoption. A true cost comparison should be made to enable options to be 

realistically compared, even if a decrease in cost is not expected.    

 Once a new solution is implemented, costs must be monitored to ensure that expected cost 

savings are actually made. 

 The cost of change must be considered in addition to comparing annual running costs for 

different service options. This may include the costs of running parallel services (old and new) 

during a system changeover, additional staff training costs and estates costs to repurpose rooms 

or buildings.   

 Several stakeholders reported adoption of free cloud computing services, for example student 

email. However the costs associated with enabling and supporting uptake of such ‘free’ services 

must be considered. In this case, costs may include staff time required to liaise with the supplier 

and additional hardware, software, maintenance and estates costs required due to student 

expectations of a means by which to use the ‘free’ service. Increased use of the institutional 

helpdesk may also need to be accounted for to cover enquires related to the service and the 

staff time taken to help resolve user issues.  Furthermore, it must be considered that a currently 

free service may well incur charges from the supplier in the future. In reality, there is probably 

no such thing as a completely ‘free’ service.  

 Any reductions in staff time may be calculated as a cost saving for cloud computing, not just 

centrally but in devolved faculties or departments as well. In addition to any reduction in capital 

expenditure on IT equipment and a reduction in costs of maintenance and power usage, there 

are other areas where costs can be reduced by using cloud services. For example, Kambil 

indicates that the business implications of a move to cloud computing include a change from 

purchasing software and installing it locally, challenging the traditional software business model 

[101]. It also means a potential cost saving to the end users of the cloud-based software because 

the users (or their IT support staff) do not need to purchase software and install and maintain it. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Benefits 
From the project literature review, activity review, workshops and stakeholder interviews, the 

potential benefits of adopting cloud computing are wide and varied. The list of benefits that follows 

in this subsection is not exhaustive, but represents typical aspects of service provision that can be 

improved via use of cloud.  Note that all benefits related to the provision of a particular service being 

examined must be considered, even if a cloud solution would not realise them. Ideally, institutions 

Further Resources for Investigating Costs 

The Insight Model and framework for calculating costs and benefits of ICT [3] 

The Joint Costing and Pricing Steering Group’s Transparent Approach to Costing 

(TRAC) Guidance [7] 
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should identify potential benefits that apply to any of the service solutions being compared (cloud 

computing and its alternatives) and compare if, and to what extent, each of the solutions 

contributes towards achieving these. Benefits could be scored for each solution and perhaps even 

weighted according to importance to the institution and its strategy, to allow the most relevant 

comparison possible. Further resources at the end of this subsection are referenced to help with the 

identification and comparison of benefits.   

 If a business case being investigated relates to the provision of new functionality or to a new 

service, then there is obviously no baseline comparison to be made.  Benefits of potential 

solutions alternative to cloud should still be investigated, for example in-house provision.  

 Section Error! Reference source not found. discussed the fact that ‘chore’ services are often 

deemed highly suitable for cloud provision. The corresponding benefit for institutions is that 

resources may be freed up to do more innovative work, buying in more utility-type services such 

as email.   

 Depending on the size, wealth and strengths of a particular institution, cloud computing 

solutions may offer a better level of service that can be provided in-house, with greater 

reliability, robustness, security and functionality. 

 This improved level of service may contribute towards meeting the expectations of stakeholders, 

e.g. staff, students, industry partners, etc.  This may translate into specific benefits for particular 

stakeholder groups, e.g. a better student experience, improvements in teaching and learning 

processes, improved availability of management information.    

 Some institutions consider cloud computing to be a new and Innovative approach and that using 

it helps to stay aligned with technological advances. 

 Improved efficiency, i.e. more efficient or effective use of staff time.   

 Cloud computing may allow more appropriate use of the institutional estate.   

 Cloud computing may in some cases be adopted to facilitate collaboration and information 

exchange with other institutions, i.e. to provide a service that is available to users beyond its 

own staff and students. Young [151] notes that the benefits of using cloud computing will 

include ease of collaboration between students, researchers and academics and also the 

availability of high performance computing to a much wider audience. 

 Reduced power consumption is a potential green benefit of cloud computing, although it was 

noted from the activity review and workshops that power consumption and billing are often 

handled at institutional level and so it can be difficult to obtain detail on power consumption 

within different areas of an institution. One potential solution for this is to use estimates using 

an appropriate method or toolkit (see further resources below). A number of project 

participants reported that they had calculated the real costs in terms of energy, money, space 

and other ancillary aspects of ICT, sometimes as part of bigger green initiative. Institutions must 

proceed with caution, however, if making green claims. It is often tacitly assumed that cloud 

computing is more green by its efficient and streamlined nature; however calculations or 

estimations would have to be compared with cloud-related figures which are often difficult to 

source. Some stakeholders did feel that energy consumption was being moved rather than 

reduced when opting for cloud. Jaeger et al note that “data centers consumed one percent of the 

world’s electricity in 2005, and the carbon footprint of data centers will surpass that of air travel 

and many other traditional industries before 2020. By that time, networked computing may 

consume half of the world’s electricity” [95].  Although exploiting economies of scale via cloud 
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would appear to enable the ‘greening’ of provision, these figures have yet to be truly proven 

[152] (p14). There seems to be a great deal of positive claims from industry literature but much 

less hard evidence. In their workshop paper, Singh and Vara note that modern data centres 

consume and waste enormous amounts of electricity for different reasons [123] (p67).  Given 

the continuing increase in demand for energy to run institutional computing infrastructure, it is 

imperative that their energy use is optimised. A data centre server utilisation is typically only 5-

15% but this can be increased to 60-70% using virtualisation and up to 100% for servers used in 

cloud computing [124] (p5-7). A large proportion of the power used in a data centre is used for 

cooling 60-70% [153] (p2). 

 

Most industry players are focusing on optimising IT infrastructure for energy usage. A recent 

example is an IBM experiment (project BIgGreen) where they virtualised large numbers of 

individual data centre servers onto a single, back-office mainframe, which IBM argue can save as 

much as 80% of the power consumption [43, 154]. The Low Carbon Computing report indicates 

that the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with the cloud are becoming increasingly 

important [43, 153] but the potential for energy savings should be focused on system operations 

and networking aspects as well the hardware aspect that have already been investigated. This is 

an area where further work needs to be done to continue to optimise the energy used in cloud-

based computing services.  

 

 
 

5.4 Issues 
When considering cloud computing as an option for provision of services in HE and FE, there are 

potential issues which may require to be resolved in order to exploit the benefits.   

5.4.1 Policies and Procedures 

Some activity review respondents reported that cloud computing had not been adopted primarily 

because it did not currently fit with institutional IT policy and strategy. JISC’s 2008-9 Key Audience 

survey also found that few institutions had any policy or guidance in place for staff relating to cloud 

computing [20]. Furthermore, some workshop participants indicated that current institutional 

Further Resources for Measuring Benefits 

To assess the energy efficiency of cloud services there are some tools to guide assessments. 

For example, Leveraging the Cloud for Green IT from Spellmann et al lists key attributes (and 

other factors) for both institution-based and cloud-based computing and describes a 

methodology to identify IT components that can be moved to the cloud [6]. This 

methodology provides a way of quantitatively evaluating how cost effective and energy 

efficient moving  institutional IT provision to cloud-based services might be.  

The SusteIT footprint tool [10] was developed to aid estimations of in-house IT energy use.   

Other tools that may aid  the assessment of costs and changes to IT provision are the Benefits 

of ICT Investment Landscape Study’s (BIILS) Evaluation Framework and Toolkit [13] and the 

JISC infoNet Impact Calculator [15]. 
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policies often meant personal use of some cloud computing services was blocked, having been 

deemed a security or legal risk by the institution. 

 It is strongly advised that strategies for cloud computing are developed centrally at institutional 

level. If services were to be adopted separately by a number of discrete departments or faculties 

there may be great inefficiencies and a high risk of duplication of effort.   

 The choice of cloud computing vendor should also take into account the vendor’s position on 

standards, interoperability of data and the use of proprietary software. Adopting cloud 

computing solutions that use proprietary data formats, software and application programming 

interfaces (API) risks data lock-in and makes any move to an alternative vendor more difficult. 

 The implementation of cloud solutions to replace existing services must be managed and 

monitored to ensure that the decommissioning of old services actually happens and that an 

institution is not paying for a dual service. Conversely there may be instances where the original 

service is scaled down rather than shut down – one activity review participant reported this 

scenario for the institutional email system – most staff use the cloud-based email service, 

however a small number of research staff conducting military work must remain using the in-

house system as stipulated by the funder. Despite having to maintain a scaled down in-house 

system, the institution has determined that it is still worthwhile to opt for cloud for the majority 

of users. Note the importance of managing this situation; ensuring that only those specifically 

required to use the in-house system do so, and that anyone expected to have this requirement is 

identified and that funding conditions are never breached. Note also that for this example, end 

users are unaware of any difference at the point of use as provision is seamless to the end user.   

 It is important to ensure that cloud services are used appropriately – it has been suggested that 

the lack of involvement in provision by internal staff and a perceived reduced responsibility for 

ICT services could lead to poor housekeeping. For example, if the use of cloud-based services at 

an institution results in some locally based storage also being used and this is not managed 

effectively by any staff (ICT or otherwise) it could eventually pose a problem, both in terms of 

local storage capacity and also the ability to find local data/information.   

 There is a trend and expectation for many types of information and media to be delivered on a 

variety of different devices, for example, mobile phone, computer, internet-enabled TV. This 

puts pressure on services from universities and colleges to be able to deliver services via  these 

devices. This may in turn result in an expansion of roles for staff within institutional ICT. As staff 

or students are able to access cloud-based data and applications from anywhere then their 

working arrangements, patterns and locations may change and become more flexible. A 

consequence of this could be that students may have less in-person interaction with staff and 

other students and that some staff could work from home regularly. Institutional polices need to 

be updated to take into account flexible working and care must be taken to ensure there is 

enough face-to-face interaction between staff and students. 

5.4.2 Roles and Responsibilities  

The move to using cloud computing services by educational institutions will have a number of 

implications for staff and students. This is likely to include changes to methods of working and how 

ICT is supported, both for ICT staff and end users. Institutional adoption of cloud computing services 

may change the organisational structure of ICT support, as much of the support function may be 

transferred to the cloud service provider. Some ICT staff in our activity review expressed concerns 
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about staff reductions due to the outsourcing of services to the cloud; however most senior IT staff 

consulted claimed that existing staff roles would change rather than cease to exist.  

 In addition to the actual level of service agreed and achieved via cloud computing, the nature of 

service provided to end users should also be considered. For example, would an internal 

helpdesk still field calls from end users and in turn act as a liaison with external service 

providers? Or would end users be expected to contact external service providers directly?  

Changes in organisational structure may well be required.   

 Stakeholder discussions revealed the expectation that some existing ICT staff roles would evolve 

to focus less on technology and more on contract negotiation, developing and monitoring SLAs 

and tracing faults. Training and staff development support will need to be provided as part of an 

overarching holistic change management strategy. Further, care needs to be taken to minimise 

the loss of skills and expertise that are valued by the institution. Concerns from ICT staff relate 

not only to numbers of staff but also depth of experience [155].  

 Changes in ICT services and their delivery may increase training requirements, at least in the first 

instance. New support material will also need to be developed (user guides, help on web pages).  

This may be provided externally or in-house, but will have implications for immediate and 

ongoing staff roles with an institution as old systems are de-commissioned and new systems are 

introduced.    

5.4.3 Working Practices 

When considering how cloud computing will affect roles and working practices in HE and FE 

institutions, a number of activity review respondents felt that significant moves to use cloud 

computing services would lead to changes in working practices, roles and responsibilities. The 

flexibility of working afforded by being able to access applications and data from anywhere is 

generally viewed as a positive change by staff [92, 156]. However, not all institutions have 

established flexible, location independent working policies and tensions may arise.  

Resistance to new working practices afforded by cloud computing may occur. Respondents noted 

that lack of adoption may arise from a general resistance to change and to using ICT in general. A 

concern raised at the PESTLE workshop was that once in-house ICT capacity was lost it could be very 

difficult to revert back. This may be particularly true if buildings are designed for thin-client 

technology with no cooling systems in-house and no building infrastructure for server rooms. 
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5.5 Risks 
Institutions must consider risks associated with the use of cloud solutions, the risks of staying with 

the current solution and the risks of other alternatives; i.e. the risks of not adopting cloud if an 

informed assessment is to be made.   

 There was in-depth discussion with stakeholders during the project relating to perceived risk 

versus real business risk. Although the conclusion was that much of the perceived risk is 

unjustified, the negative perception of institutional stakeholders is itself a real risk; even if fears 

are unfounded, perceived risk relating to cloud computing could hinder the buy-in required to 

consider it as a real option and make it a success.  While business decisions relating to cloud 

computing should be based on impartial, factual advice, appropriate communication and change 

management strategies must be put in place to mitigate against lack of buy-in and other 

potential socio-cultural risks.   

 Business criticality – obviously the more business critical a system or service, the greater the 

consequences of failure. Institutions must ensure that SLA terms are appropriate, i.e. different 

services may have different agreed levels of service and penalties for failure, and 

correspondingly different costs to the institution as a customer.   

 Lock-in was identified throughout the project as a major risk of third party provision of any 

service. This relates not only to contractual lock-in, but circumstantial and/or technical lock-in 

where an institution’s processes have been set to accommodate a particular service provider 

and it becomes difficult to change them. In particular, loss of in-house skills and capacity were 

highlighted. There is a potential risk of a huge time and cost investment required to resurrect 

these if a decision is made in error or if the landscape changes and cloud is no longer the 

optimum solution. It is interesting to note, however, that some institutions saw the loss of 

Further Resources for Overcoming Issues 

The JISC-funded Work-with-IT project which examined the evolution of working practice, 

roles and responsibilities in HE and FE has developed advice and guidance for Staff 

Development and Change Managers [4]. 

The framework from the Embedding Work-with-IT project which is seeking to help 

institutions and professional bodies embed effective practice relating to changing 

working practices, staff roles and responsibilities will also be of assistance as will the 

interactive toolkit which is currently being developed  [9]. 

JISC’s Information Systems Management and Governance (ISMG) framework and 

interactive toolkit [12] can be employed to help institutions to reflect on the 

management and governance of their information systems by thinking in a structured 

way about what they want to achieve from strategic investments in cloud computing 

and whether current structures and practices need to be realigned. 

JISC infoNet’s infoKit on change management [16] also provides a range of useful 

information and tools. 
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particular in-house skills as a benefit since  the institution no longer had to be responsible for 

maintaining them and could concentrate more on its preferred areas of growth.    

 Security was the top concern for all activity review participants in this study. As above, there has 

been much discussion of perceived versus actual risk.  In the first instance, finance systems were 

frequently identified as one considered to be unsuitable for cloud-based provision. However 

during the workshops, discussions developed about the acceptability of internet banking and the 

fact that security is only as strong as ‘the weakest link in the chain.’ Furthermore, as discussed in 

subsection 3.3, there has been expert comment [108] that cloud services could actually offer an 

increased level of security for some institutions, depending on how secure their in-house 

provision of services and institutional network has been.    

 There are risks associated with a changing operating environment and, as with all major business 

decisions, the business case for any solution must be regularly re-examined in light of the 

changing landscape to judge its validity on an ongoing basis.   

 Legal risks, as discussed in previous sections, are a major issue for cloud computing acceptability 

and uptake in HE and FE and this was an area identified by most project stakeholders as one 

where guidance is required.  There may be issues relating to jurisdiction, data protection, data 

ownership, and SLAs.  Jurisdiction issues include concerns over government acts that give access 

to data stored on foreign machines, for example, the USA Patriot Act [116] and the Homeland 

Security Act [117]. SLAs do not always make clear what rights third party service providers have 

to use a client’s data and information derived from it (e.g. operational data), including the 

circumstances under which they can sell it [85]. The legal issues surrounding cloud computing is 

an area where there is little legal precedent at the moment and caution is recommended.  It is 

recommended that institutions do query where data will be held geographically and whether 

this is guaranteed. For example, one activity review participant did not enter into a contract with 

a third party supplier until they had provision to store data within the European Union.  

Institutions must also check whether they have obligations to fulfil themselves, if mission critical 

data/information is to be stored in the cloud, institutions must have clear contractual 

arrangements to allocate responsibility for backup and disaster recovery mechanisms.  

Institutions must also ensure that they have checked the track record and processes of any 

supplier, for example that they have multiple sites if providing a core service or storage key data.  

Definitions in SLAs are equally critical. For example, is the cloud provider’s definition of 

downtime – service unavailable at all, for 5 minutes or more, for 30 minutes or more, etc – 

acceptable to the institution? 

 As discussed above, the perception of security risk must be managed; however realistically there 

may be real security risks that must be considered. There are perceptions that cloud computing 

services are inherently more risky than in-house computing systems, partly due to cloud services 

being a bigger target. The top threats to cloud computing identified by the CSA in their report in 

March 2010 [11] are: abuse and nefarious use of cloud computing services, insecure APIs, 

malicious insiders, shared technology vulnerabilities, data loss/leakage, and account, service and 

traffic hijacking. Institutions must consult appropriate guidance and liaise with potential service 

providers regarding their security measures and their adequacy. 
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Further Resources for Managing Risks 

The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), a non-profit industry body, has produced guidelines for 

security for those moving services to the cloud [2]. The guide provides practical 

recommendations and poses key questions to make the transition to cloud computing as 

securelyas possible, on one’s own terms. This advice is likely to prove invaluable to those 

considering using cloud computing services and in their report in March 2010 the CSA claim it has 

become the industry standard catalogue for best practices.  

The CSA have also published a top threats document to “provide needed context to assist 

organizations in making educated risk management decisions regarding their cloud adoption 

strategies” [11].  

Security guidance and recommendations are available in a further report produced by the 

European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) [14]. 

More generally, JISC infoNet provide a Risk Management infoKit designed to help institutions 

evaluate their approach to risk and give some practical suggestions on how to manage the risks 

which they take [17]. 

Finally, the JISC Legal Service publishes regularly on legal issues for HE and FE and is currently 

developing a briefing paper on cloud computing.  [18] 
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6 Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations  

Having presented the PESTLE analysis of uptake of cloud computing, scenario for future use of cloud 

computing and high-level advice and guidance for institutions wishing to consider cloud computing, 

the conclusions of the review and its implications for JISC, institutions, and IT staff briefly 

considered. This is followed by four recommendations for future work. 

6.1 Conclusions 

6.1.1 Current Activity within the Sector 

While there is much market hype surrounding cloud computing, uptake of cloud computing at an 

institutional level is not progressing as quickly as the vendor hype might suggest. However, interest 

in its potential to enable cost-effective improvements in institutional IT services is significant. The 

most common adoption is cloud-based email for students. In general, institutions are awaiting the 

results of early adopters foray into cloud computing before committing to moving its more core 

business processes into the cloud.  

6.1.2 Drivers For and Barriers To the Adoption of Cloud Computing 

The main drivers for adoption of cloud computing within institutions are economic, relating to the 

reduction in funding and the need to increase competitiveness through better student and staff 

experiences. The need to replace aging institutional infrastructures is also a timely influence as is 

increasing emphasis on greening ICT.  

Significant barriers, however, do and will continue to exist. Not least are socio-cultural issues relating 

to perceived, but not necessarily well-founded, risks associated with cloud computing. In particular, 

an assumption that the security of data and applications in the cloud is more likely to be 

compromised than with in-house storage, concern over jurisdiction and privacy of data, and a worry 

that commercial cloud providers do not sufficiently understand the business requirements of HE and 

FE, are likely to negatively impact uptake of cloud computing for core institutional services.  

Four near-future scenarios for use of cloud computing in HE and FE can be extrapolated from the 

PESTLE analysis – The Cloud Workspace, Cloud Storage Solutions, Cloud-Enabled Learning 

Environments and Academic Clouds.  

While these key drivers, barriers and the scoped scenarios will help institutions decide on the 

optimal business case for the adoption of cloud computing within their own context, there are two 

key unknowns which may affect future trends. The impact that the new government will have on the 

education sector is unclear, as is the impact of the current trend for institutional restructuring. 

6.1.3 The Environmental Costs and Benefits of Cloud Computing 

The literature survey suggests that cloud computing may reduce the impact of ICT through the 

coalescing of computing resources in state of the art, energy efficient data centres. Backing up this 

claim is much more problematic given the difficulty in obtaining figures on energy consumption. 

Independent analysis of commercial cloud providers’ claims is required, as are better methods of 

attributing energy use to particular IT services within institutions.  
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Analysis of overall energy consumption relating to a service also needs to take into account system 

operations and networking contributions, as well the hardware aspect that is typically used. Further, 

institutions need to take care that the cost-effectiveness of cloud computing does not mean that 

wasteful and energy inefficient processes are simply being moved to the cloud rather than being 

reviewed and redesigned. 

6.1.4 The Changes to Institutional Governance, Policies, Procedures and Skills required 

by Adoption of Cloud Computing  

As cloud computing offers a new way of sourcing an institution’s IT infrastructure, institutions will 

need to carefully reflect on the management and governance of their information systems. As part 

of the business case, careful consideration is required regarding whether the strategic investment is 

compatible with institutional aims and whether current structures and practices will need to change. 

For many institutions there will be little change required in policy. For example, institutional 

procurement policies should relate to all IT provision and therefore purchasing a pay-per-use cloud 

service should be covered by normal consumable policies and procedures. Similarly, acceptable use 

policies are unlikely to require change. 

Where change will be required is if cloud computing is being introduced as part of an overall 

initiative to reduce inefficiencies. In this case, institutions will need to ensure policies are aligned 

with this object and prevent individuals or groups circumventing the initiative by procuring duplicate 

or competing solutions. 

New skills will be required. In particular, contract negotiation and servicing will replace more 

technical systems support for those involved in managing and supporting the IT infrastructure. 

6.1.5 Advice and Guidance 

Given the early stage of adoption of cloud computing within the academic sector, which is very 

cautious in scope, it is too early to determine exactly what advice or guidance is required in the 

longer term. Providing institutions with advice and guidance on how to explore the costs, benefits 

and implications – i.e. the business case – of adopting cloud within their own institutional context 

was therefore seen as the most practical way of bringing together the lessons learned from this 

review.  

However, advice on legal issues and the implications relating to data ownership and reuse full 

implications of cloud contracts is required. As institutions feel ill-equipped to negotiate satisfactory 

contracts and SLAs, guidance needs to be developed. Similarly, targeted guidance on using the cloud 

as part of a green ICT strategy is required if sector-wide carbon reduction targets are to be met.  

6.1.6 The Business Case for an Academic Sector Cloud 

Academic clouds could conceivably be constituted in three ways – public academic cloud, private 

academic cloud and private institutional cloud. While a private academic cloud has been suggested 

as a way to minimise many of the perceived risks associated with institutional use of cloud, more 

detailed consideration revealed that many of the benefits of the cloud would be lost. A public 

academic cloud is a more viable scenario. However, a more detailed analysis is required before JISC, 

and the HE and FE sectors, commit to developing such a solution.  This decision would have to be 
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informed by ongoing investigations by JANET(UK) into the implications of large-scale data centres 

and discussions by JISC industry liaison regarding the cloud industry’s interest in such an 

arrangement. The forthcoming internal JISC workshop on cloud computing should provide an 

excellent setting to further explore the viability of an academic cloud. 

6.1.7 Timeliness of the Review 

As the project team has observed in the course of its investigations, the outcome of this review into 

the environmental and organisational implications of cloud computing within HE and FE, and its 

sister cloud reviews relating to research, is eagerly awaited by many in the sector. However, as 

discussed above, given the early and developing nature of cloud usage within the sector, this report 

cannot answer all the questions. The review has, however, developed a sound basis upon which 

future work can be built. 

6.2 Implications of Cloud Computing for Institutional Activities outside the 

Research Area  

The implications of cloud computing for institutional activities that have been examined throughout 

this report are summarised below 

6.2.1 For Institutions 

Institutions and their IT and service managers will need to: 

 Better understand their existing ICT costs and how such costs might be apportioned back to 

cost centres and potentially individual users; 

 Develop and then enforce as appropriate a holistic IT strategy which potentially contains in-

house and outsourced cloud components; 

 Establish the governance and stewardship requirements of their data and information 

systems;  

 Be aware of socio-cultural influence in assessment of benefits and risks; 

 Adopt an informed approach to analysing and managing the actual risks associated with 

cloud computing based on impartial factual advice; 

 Manage the change brought about by any move towards cloud effectively; 

 Evolve the institutional ICT support structure to accommodate cloud outsourcing as 

required; 

 Be open to exploring how cloud computing could be used to help implement radically 

different ways of supporting teaching and learning, research, business community 

engagement and administrative activities. 

6.2.2 For IT Staff  

IT staff may need to: 

 Retrain to develop new skills. 
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6.2.3 For JISC 

Recommendations to JISC are as follows. 

 Continue to monitor this evolving computing paradigm; 

 Help the academic community to move from limited early adopters to intelligent integration 

of cloud computing into overall ICT strategies; 

 Integrate findings from differing JISC initiatives relating to cloud computing. 

6.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

Having concluded this review of the environmental and organisational implications of cloud 

computing in higher and further education, the following recommendations are made to JISC.  

6.3.1 Updated Synthesis of Cloud Computing 

The advice and guidance contained within the previous section is suitable for the current stage of 

development of cloud-based services in HE and FE. Earlier sections of this report have given an 

overview of the current landscape of cloud computing usage within the HE and FE sector; however it 

should be noted that this landscape is continually changing. Service provision in HE and FE will 

evolve, particularly in the current difficult economic climate where the landscape of HE and FE may 

change unpredictably.  

 

This is in line with workshop and activity review feedback where vendor information was reported to 

be treated with caution and the most common request was for honest, detailed case studies. Several 

stakeholders had already consulted with other institutions who are using cloud computing and 

valued the information from those with experience. Of most benefit would be case studies of 

institutions that have made the transition to cloud-based services at an institutional level and where 

green benefits are expected. Case studies would provide a detailed description of an institution’s 

transition to cloud-based provision of a service, including the associated issues in practice and how 

they are resolved, and the benefits realised by making the transition, including improved greening of 

ICT.  

It is recommended that JISC ‘follows the journey’ of cloud computing; i.e. it is too early, for example, 

to develop a JISC infoNet infoKit on cloud computing, however it may be appropriate in the future as 

its use evolves in HE and FE.  

 In light of this, it is recommend that JISC continues to review the use and potential use of cloud 

computing, in line with its ongoing sector monitoring and horizon scanning. In particular, a review 

and synthesis of early adopters of cloud computing is required. It is expected that this will involve 

a synthesis of work that is already underway and work expected in the near future, such as 

projects funded by JISC’s Grant Call 05/10 [5].  
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6.3.2 Resolving Legal Issues for Cloud Computing 

Many stakeholders participating in this review have suggested that a joint negotiating service may 

be feasible; one which could jointly negotiate academic provision of cloud computing similarly to the 

many joint purchasing consortia that exist in HE and FE. It must be considered if the joint negotiation 

of cloud services is something that can be covered by these existing purchasing consortia, or 

whether a new model for this is required specifically for cloud, working on behalf of the HE/FE sector 

or discrete groups within it. The potential for a ‘kite mark’ system for approved vendors should also 

be considered  

SLAs are a particular potential issue for institutions who have not yet built up expertise in 

negotiating and enforcing them for cloud services. Again, feedback from the activity review and 

workshops indicates that advice on developing realistic and reasonable service levels is required, 

with particular interest in a template for SLA development. Consideration would have to be given to 

whether any template developed matched with what vendors are willing and able to supply. It is 

expected that SLAs should include ‘green’ criteria; the availability of real measurements and data 

from cloud vendors that proves their green credentials is to be encouraged. Some vendors, for 

example Google, already do this to some degree [122] and this could prove a selling-point for many 

vendors. However vendor buy-in will be required for this to be ubiquitous and this will require 

pressure from HE/FE in conjunction with funding organisations, professional bodies and perhaps 

even central government.  

In addition to the development of SLAs, institutions will also require advice on monitoring and 

enforcing these agreed levels of service, imposing appropriate penalty clauses as and when 

necessary. 

 

6.3.3 Longer Range Cloud Computing Scenario Development 

The scenarios developed for this review were extrapolated from the scenario development 

workshop attended by key sector stakeholders. As noted, throughout this report, current use of 

cloud in HE and FE is mainly for low risk, standard services such as provision of email. As discussed in 

section 3, as the sector begins to gain experience in cloud computing, it will be worthwhile revisiting 

the scenarios to explore what might happen in the next 10-20 years. Indeed, there are researchers 

who feel that cloud computing provides an opportunity to rethink the whole model of higher 

education, as a more open-content, inter-university, collaborative vision.  

It is therefore recommended that an investigation of the legal issues surrounding cloud 

computing is commissioned, covering the possibility of joint negotiation and the development of 

SLA templates appropriate for HE and FE institutions. This work should be taken forward in 

conjunction with JISC Legal, who are currently preparing a briefing paper on cloud computing.  
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The use of bolder, more extreme scenarios is beneficial as it allows issues to be explored, even if the 

sector is not (yet) experiencing these radical changes. This is in line with more traditional Scenario 

Planning techniques; there is great benefit in investigating completely new approaches to which the 

sector has not yet been exposed.  

6.3.4 Enabling the ‘Green Cloud’ 

As reported in this review, there is often a tacit assumption that cloud computing, by its very nature, 

is a green solution due to economies of scale. However, it has also been claimed that energy use 

may simply be moved rather than reduced as a whole. From the consultation work carried out, it is 

also clear that when moving services to the cloud, existing capacity is often re-purposed rather than 

de-commissioned, hence a reduction in energy use is not achieved. Furthermore, to enable cloud 

computing, an organisation’s network capacity may actually increase which will have an implication 

for energy use, thus use of cloud computing does not make IT greener by default.  

A more fundamental issue also needs to be considered. As the recent JISC report on The ‘greening’ 

of ICT in education’ [157] highlights, the energy usage associated with the data centres and other 

storage facilities makes a significant contribution to the overall carbon footprint of ICT, and one 

which is continuing to increase. According to the Green Data Project, “collective failure to apply data 

discipline to our business information system storage – to purge junk data and to archive data with 

little chance of re-reference onto greener archival media – is what drives the acquisition of more and 

more energy consuming hardware year after year, increasing exponentially the carbon footprint 

of IT in the process.”[158]. The danger is that the affordable scalability offered by cloud computing 

simply enables institutions to keep increasing data without any recourse to its negative 

environmental impact. As the Green Data Project argues, “Green IT begins with Green Data” [158]. 

Further, as the JISC-funded study of Greening Information Management concluded, implementation 

of ‘Greening Information Management’ options within an overarching Information Lifecycle 

Management and stewardship strategy could contribute to a positive environmental impact, 

provided they are incorporated into institutional policy and endorsed by senior management [159]. 

 

 

It is recommended that JISC commission a set of bold scenarios which explore how, in the next 20 

years, the emerging cloud computing paradigm and related technologies might significantly 

change how HE and FE institutions undertake teaching and learning, research, business 

community engagement and administrative activities.  

It is recommended that JISC investigate how cloud computing can best be exploited in order to 

make institutional processes and data more green. This work would ideally include an initial 

scoping study which examines how institutions could use the move to cloud computing to 

significantly changes their practices in order to produce an overall reduction in carbon footprint, 

followed by more detailed implementation pilots. 
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Appendix B: Technical Glossary 

See also JISC’s Glossary [160]. 

Application Programming Interface (API) – The interface (calling conventions) by which an 

application program accesses operating system and other services. 

Application Service Provision (ASP) – Application service provision is a deployment option that 

delivers software as a service.  

Graphical User Interface (GUI) – The use of pictures rather than just words to represent the input 

and output of a program. A program with a GUI runs under a windows-based system. The program 

displays certain icons, buttons, dialogue boxes, etc. in its windows on the screen and the user 

controls it mainly by moving a pointer on the screen and selecting certain objects by pressing 

buttons on the mouse while the pointer is pointing at them.  

Grid Computing – Allows computing and data resources to be shared by scientists and engineers to 

tackle problems which are too large for their local resources. A Grid is a loose collection of 

processors, storage, specialised hardware and network infrastructure. 

Load-balanced – Balancing a workload amongst multiple computer devices, for example, virtual 

servers or servers. 

Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) –A metric used to determine the energy efficiency of a data 

centre. PUE is determined by dividing the amount of power entering a data centre by the power 

used to run the computer infrastructure within it. PUE is therefore expressed as a ratio, with overall 

efficiency improving as the quotient decreases toward 1. 

Software as a Service (SaaS) – A software distribution model in which applications are hosted by a 

vendor or service provider and are made available to customers, on demand, over a network, 

typically the Internet. The supplier manages the process in a secure central location. No software is 

installed on the premises of the purchaser. 

Thin Client – A simple client program or hardware device which relies on most of the function of the 

system being in the server. 

Virtualisation –Can refer to a variety of computing concepts, but it usually refers to running multiple 

operating systems on a single machine. While most computers only have one operating system 

installed, virtualisation software allows a computer to run several operating systems at the same 

time. One physical server may have a number of virtual servers hosted on it. 

Virtual Server – A server, usually a Web server, that shares computer resources with other virtual 

servers. In this context, the virtual part simply means that it is not a dedicated server -- that is, the 

entire computer is not dedicated to running the server software. 
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Appendix C: Survey Findings 
 

About survey respondents 

Of the respondents to the cloud computing survey over half were in ICT roles with a third being 

institutional ICT Directors (see Figure 1). The remaining respondents included an e-learning 

manager, an estates director, academics, a finance director, a technology architect and a sustainable 

ICT project manager. The respondents were overwhelmingly from England (15 out of 16) with one 

from Scotland and none from Wales or Northern Ireland. 

Over half the respondents were from higher education with over a third from further education (FE). 

Survey respondents also included one person from an association – the Environmental Association 

of Universities and Colleges (EAUC)[161] (see Figure 2). 

Figure 1 – Organisational role of survey respondents 
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Figure 2 – Survey respondents’ institution type  
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Figure 3 – Use of cloud computing 

 

 

The most common reasons given for not using cloud computing were security concerns and the 
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Of the cloud computing services that are currently used, two thirds of those that responded 

indicated that they were using cloud email services for student email (see Figure 4). The next most 

used services are storage (2), web services (2), and virtual learning environments (VLEs) (2). Other 

cloud services in use are: infrastructure services, collaboration tools, a customer relationship 

management system (CRM), payment and billing services and a video storage and streaming service. 

Three of the 6 institutions using cloud services for student email are from higher education (HE), 3 

are from further education (FE).  

 

Figure 4 – Cloud services in use 
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Figure 5 – Cloud providers used by HE/FE institutions 
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Seven out of the 10 institutions in the survey that are currently using cloud computing services 
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Reasons for using Cloud Services 

The most common reason given for using a cloud computing service/vendor is the provision of a 

better service, with 8 out of 10 of those using cloud services citing this as the motivator. Cost is the 

next most common reason given (6) followed by better collaboration (3) and a reduction of 

hardware overheads as part of a green IT strategy (3). Other reasons given include manpower/skills 

issues and guaranteed uptime/availability (See Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6 – Reasons for using cloud computing services 
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Use of Cloud Computing Services – Data/Information 

The most common type of information/data used in cloud computing services in the survey is email, 

with 6 out of 10 of those using cloud services indicating they use cloud-based email. The next most 

common types of data are administrative data (3) and e-learning objects (2). Other types of 

information used in cloud computing services at the institutions that responded include data 

archives, publications, research data, databases, policy documents, forums and student-created 

content (see figure 7). Of those that used cloud computing services to store and manage 

administrative data, the types of data included: financial records, policy documents, student 

assessments, staff development materials and surveys. From respondents that gave indications 

about the volumes of data involved in cloud computing this varied from a few tens of gigabytes up to 

potentially 200 Terabytes (an example for 8000 students with combined email and data storage 

quotas of 25 Gb). 

 

Figure 7 – Data/Information involved with cloud services 
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Decision to use cloud computing 

When universities and colleges made the decision to use cloud computing services, the most 

common person involved in making the decision was the institutional ICT manager, mentioned in 

half of all cases (see figure 8). The next most common people mentioned were (mentioned by 2): 

groups/committees, institutional ICT directors, finance directors, academic staff and administrative 

managers. Others mentioned were e-learning mangers, estates managers, library managers and 

senior management.  

Figure 8 – Decision to use cloud computing services 

 

 

Experience of Cloud Computing  

Of those replying to the statement “My experience of cloud computing has been a positive one”, 7 

out of 9 either agreed (3) or strongly agreed (4) with this statement, with the remaining 2 neither 

agreeing nor disagreeing. This indicates that those responding to the survey/activity review and 

currently using cloud computing have an overwhelmingly positive view of cloud computing on a 

personal level.  

Problems implementing or using Cloud Computing  

In reply to the question “Have there been any significant problems with using cloud computing 

services?” 7 out of 10 said no with the other 3 indicating yes. These significant problems were: i) cost 

issues (rise in costs) due to US dollar exchange rate changes (York St John University) and ii)  

maintenance problems, where the functionality of the service was affected due to poor 

maintenance by cloud vendor (Shipley College). Other problems encountered were: minor security 

problems (New College Worcester), legal problems – students concerned about data protection 

when using Gmail (Sheffield Hallam University) and information supply problems with student email 

(Oaklands College). 
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